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I.

INTEREST OF AMICI CURIAE1
Amici Curiae are civil rights, disability rights, and immigrant rights

organizations who share a commitment to the full participation and effective
representation of individuals with disabilities in U.S. immigration courts and
proceedings. Amici were founded by, are staffed by, represent, and/or provide
services to individuals with intellectual and mental health disabilities, including
noncitizens in the American immigration system. Amici also have expertise in the
interpretation and application of not only the Immigration and Naturalization Act of
1965 (the “INA”), but also the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (the “Rehabilitation Act”)
and the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (the “ADA”), including their
respective amendments and regulations promulgated under such legislation. Among
other things, these federal laws guarantee full and fair process in immigration
proceedings and prohibit federal agencies from engaging in conduct that unjustly
discriminates or causes adverse discriminatory impact against persons with
disabilities.

All parties have consented to the filing of this brief. No party’s counsel authored
this brief in whole or in part, and no person or entity other than Amici or their counsel
made a monetary contribution intended to fund the preparation or submission of this
brief. See Fed. R. App. P. 29(a)(4)(E). Mr. Reid’s Petition for Review (ECF No.
43-1) is cited as “Pet’r Br”; the Certified Administrative Record (ECF Nos. 33-2,
33-3) is cited as “AR.”
1

1

Amici submit this brief in support of Mr. Everod Reid’s Petition for Review
of the Board of Immigration Appeals’ September 25, 2020 Order. See ECF No. 431. In its September 25, 2020 Order the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA) among
other things, acknowledged and affirmed the Immigration Judge’s (IJ’s) decision
“not [to] make a complete competency determination,” despite unrefuted evidence
and clear indicia of Mr. Reid’s incompetence and mental illness throughout his
extensive procedural history. AR.3–4. And even though the IJ found that Mr. Reid
“could not assist his counsel,” the BIA nonetheless held that the safeguards that the
IJ implemented were “sufficient to ensure the respondent received a full and fair
hearing.” AR.3–AR.5. Id.
The BIA was wrong. As Mr. Reid argues, the record clearly establishes that
he was incompetent under the BIA’s competency standard, and that he could not
meaningfully participate in his removal proceedings (specifically, consult and aid
his counsel in securing waiver of removability under former INA § 212 (c)). See
Pet’r Br. 37–39. The IJ’s failure to determine Mr. Reid’s competency, and provide
adequate accommodations or safeguards tailored to his specific level of
incompetence, violates constitutional and statutory requirements that immigration
proceedings be fundamentally fair. These requirements include Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act’s mandate that executive agencies (including immigration courts)
provide “meaningful access” to the programs they administer, including removal
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proceedings. Although the requirements of Section 504 in immigration proceedings
have been recognized in other jurisdictions, this Court has not had an opportunity to
develop Section 504’s application and requirements in the context of immigration
proceedings.

Therefore, Amici offer this supplemental brief as additional

background for what Section 504 requires of the immigration courts to prevent
discrimination in immigration proceedings against individuals, like Mr. Reid, who
live with mental health disabilities.
Descriptions of individual Amici are set forth below.
*

*

*

CREEC is a national non-profit membership organization whose mission is
to defend human and civil rights secured by law, including laws prohibiting
discrimination on the basis of disability. CREEC’s efforts to defend human and civil
rights extend to all walks of life, including ensuring that people with disabilities have
access to all programs, services, and benefits of public entities, especially programs
related to the exercise of such individuals’ fundamental rights under the law, and the
accommodations necessary to sustain them.

CREEC lawyers have extensive

experience in the enforcement of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act and believe
the arguments in this brief are relevant and essential to realize the full promise of
that statute.
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DRA is a non-profit, public interest law firm that specializes in high impact
litigation and other advocacy to advance equal rights and opportunity for people with
all types of disabilities throughout the United States.

DRA works to end

discrimination in areas such as access to public accommodations, public services,
employment, transportation, education, and housing. DRA’s clients, staff and board
of directors include people with various types of disabilities. DRA lawyers have
extensive experience in interpreting Section 504 and believe the arguments in this
brief are critical to protect the rights of persons with disabilities as promised under
law.
ImmDef is a non-profit social justice law firm defending immigrant
communities against injustices in the immigration court system. ImmDef believes
the right to counsel in deportation proceedings is a necessary step towards ensuring
due process for all. The right to counsel includes—at the very least—the ability to
consult and effectively communicate with one’s attorney or representative, and assist
the attorney in preparing one’s defense or claim for relief. ImmDef provides various
immigrants and their families meaningful access to counsel in deportation
proceedings to ensure fairness under the law. To that end, ImmDef is a part of the
National Qualified Representatives Program (NQRP) established by the Executive
Office for Immigration Review (EOIR) through which ImmDef is appointed to be
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the Qualified Representative for individuals deemed mentally incompetent to
represent themselves in their immigration removal proceedings.
Pangea Legal Services is a non-profit organization that represents immigrant
communities and provides services through direct legal representation, especially in
the area of deportation defense. Pangea is also committed to advocating on behalf
of the immigrant community through policy advocacy, education, and legal
empowerment efforts. Pangea attorneys have extensive experience in representing
various noncitizens in immigration proceedings and protecting their due process
rights.
II.

INTRODUCTION
There is no dispute that Mr. Reid has experienced symptoms of mental illness

for years from his untreated schizophrenia, including recurring auditory command
hallucinations. See Pet’r Br. 5–7. As a result of Mr. Reid’s disability, the IJ and
BIA had an affirmative obligation under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act to:
(1) assess Mr. Reid to determine whether there were accommodations that would
allow him to meaningfully participate in immigration proceedings; and (2) provide
any reasonable accommodations.

Because the government failed to meet its

obligations to Mr. Reid under Section 504, this case should be remanded with
instructions to address whether any accommodation is possible to allow Mr. Reid to
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meaningfully participate in immigration proceedings, and, if not, to terminate those
proceedings.
III.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
Noncitizens with mental health disabilities, like Mr. Reid, may be limited in

their ability to participate fully—or at all—in the removal proceedings against them.
See, e.g., Matter of J-R-R-A, 26 I&N Dec. 609, 611–12 (BIA 2015). The BIA has
directed IJs to make competency determinations and provide “safeguards” in
removal proceedings involving competency questions. See Matter of M-A-M-, 25
I&N Dec. 474 (BIA 2011). But these competency inquiries and safeguards are not
always adequate to meet the agency’s obligations under Section 504. See e.g.,
Franco-Gonzalez v. Holder, 2013 WL 3674492, at *8 (C.D. Cal. Apr. 23, 2013).
Immigration courts are subject to the requirements of Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act because they are part of federally funded agencies; accordingly,
they must provide reasonable accommodations to ensure individuals with disabilities
have meaningful access to their programs. See Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Pub. L.
No. 93-112, 87 Stat. 355 (1973) (codified at 29 U.S.C. §§ 701–796l). Section 504
accommodations must be robust, and can range from appointment of counsel to
adjustment of court procedures (like arranging for a noncitizen to testify live rather
than by video). There are also cases, like Mr. Reid’s, where a noncitizen has a
mental health disability so severe that no modification to the removal proceeding
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can make it fair. In those cases, an IJ should terminate the proceedings in a
straightforward exercise of both their authority to provide safeguards in proceedings
against incompetent noncitizens, and their duty to provide reasonable
accommodations under Section 504.
IV.

ARGUMENT
A.

The United States’ Immigration System Has Long Discriminated
Against Individuals with Disabilities.

The United States’ long history of denigrating the dignity of people with
disabilities is deeply intertwined with the history of its immigration system. As the
U.S. Commissioner General of Immigration stated in a 1907 report, “The exclusion
from this country of the morally, mentally, and physically deficient is the principal
object to be accomplished by the immigration laws.”2 Since that time, Congress has
taken action, including through the passage of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
(“Section 504”) in 1973, to address this “lengthy and tragic history of segregation
and discrimination” that people with disabilities have faced in the United States. But
immigrants with disabilities continue to face discrimination at the hands of the U.S.
government to this day. See generally City of Cleburne, Tex. v. Cleburne Living
Ctr., 473 U.S. 432, 461 (1985) (Marshall, J. concurring in part and dissenting in

Dr. Douglas Baynton, Disability and the Justification of Inequality in American
History (2001), https://www.disabilitymuseum.org/dhm/edu/essay.html?id=70
(citing U.S. Bureau of Immigration, Annual Report of the Commissioner of
Immigration (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1907)).
2
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part); Fraihat v. ICE, 445 F. Supp. 3d 709, 747 (C.D. Cal. 2020), order clarified,
2020 WL 6541994 (C.D. Cal. Oct. 7, 2020) (describing risks of immigration
detention to individuals with disabilities).

Indeed, the unfair and inadequate

proceedings against Mr. Reid illustrate the ways in which the immigration court
system discriminates against, and punishes, individuals with disabilities.
B.

Noncitizens with Disabilities Are Entitled to Full and Fair
Participation in Immigration Proceedings.
1.

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act Prohibits Federally
Funded Agencies from Discriminating Against Individuals
with Disabilities.

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act prohibits discrimination on the basis of
disability in programs or activities conducted by executive agencies of the United
States. 29 U.S.C. § 794. This provision not only incorporates key language from
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, but goes further—it imposes an affirmative obligation
on public entities to reasonably modify their rules, policies and practices, in order to
make benefits, services and programs accessible to people with disabilities. See
Disabled in Action v. Bd. of Elections in City of New York, 752 F.3d 189, 196–97
(2d Cir. 2014). Individuals are entitled to accommodation under Section 504 if they
have a disability—a “physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or
more major life activities.” 42 U.S.C. § 12102(1). This includes individuals living
with severe mental illness, like Mr. Reid. See id.
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Under Section 504, a federally funded agency illegally discriminates against
individuals with disabilities when it fails to provide “meaningful access” to its
benefits, programs, or services. Alexander v. Choate, 469 U.S. 287, 301 (1985);
Disabled in Action, 752 F.3d at 197; see also Tennessee v. Lane, 541 U.S. 509, 531
(2004).

An agency can fail to provide meaningful access not only through

intentional exclusion, but also by “failure to modify existing facilities and practices.”
Disabled in Action, 752 F.3d at 197; see also Choate, 469 U.S. at 297.
Section 504 requires federally funded programs to remedy a lack of
meaningful access by providing “reasonable accommodation.” Disabled in Action,
752 F.3d at 197; Henrietta D. v. Bloomberg, 331 F.3d 261, 272–73 (2d Cir. 2003).
A proposed accommodation is reasonable if it does not fundamentally alter the
nature of the federal program or impose an undue hardship. See id. at 281. And it
is not enough for an agency to remove prejudicial policies or practices; an agency
must affirmatively modify its practices to accommodate individuals with disabilities.
See id. at 274–75 (noting this Court has “specifically embraced” Section 504’s
affirmative accommodation mandate, and explaining, “[i]t is not enough to open the
door for the handicapped ...; a ramp must be built so the door can be reached.”)
(citation omitted); see also Pierce v. District of Columbia, 128 F. Supp. 3d 250, 266–
67 (D.D.C. 2015) (affirmative obligation under Section 504 at its “apex” for detained
individuals).

9

Section 504 applies to immigration courts and removal proceedings because
they are conducted and administered by a federally funded agency, the Executive
Office for Immigration Review (EOIR)—a sub-agency within the Department of
Justice.

See 29 U.S.C. § 794; see also 28 C.F.R. § 39.130 (applying the

Rehabilitation Act to the DOJ). Section 504 requires that all individuals with
disabilities are entitled to meaningful access to (as relevant here) the “programmatic
‘benefit’” of “participation in the removal process.” See Fraihat v. ICE, 445 F. Supp.
at 748; see also Franco-Gonzalez v. Holder, 2013 WL 3674492, at *4 (C.D. Cal.
Apr. 23, 2013). Put differently, because the INA offers “rights and privileges” to
noncitizens, see, e.g., 8 U.S.C. §§ 1229a(b)(3), 1229a(b)(4)(B), and executive
agencies, like EOIR, facilitate the exercise of those privileges, individuals may not
be excluded from meaningful participation in immigration court processes because
of a disability.
2.

Section 504 Complements Noncitizens’ Rights Under the
Fifth Amendment, the Immigration & Nationality Act, and
Implementing Regulations.

Section 504 complements other sources of fundamental constitutional and
statutory rights, including the Fifth Amendment’s guarantee of due process, the
Immigration and Nationality Act (“INA”), and its related regulations. As a first
principle, noncitizens have constitutional due process rights to full and fair
immigration hearings. It is “well established that the Fifth Amendment entitles
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aliens to due process of law in deportation proceedings.” Reno v. Flores, 507 U.S.
292, 306 (1993); see also United States v. Fernandez-Antonia, 278 F.3d 150, 156
(2d Cir. 2002). That due process guarantee includes the right to a full and fair
hearing. Landon v. Plasencia, 459 U.S. 21, 32–33 (1982).
In addition to this requirement, Congress structured its statutory scheme
governing removal proceedings to provide for fundamental fairness in those
proceedings. This includes providing a right to a full and fair hearing, including the
opportunity to present evidence. See generally 8 U.S.C. § 1229a(b)(4)(B); Augustin
v. Sava, 735 F.2d 32, 36–37 (2d Cir. 1984). Additionally, for individuals with
intellectual and mental health disabilities, Congress specifically required that
immigration courts provide procedural “safeguards” to “protect the rights and
privileges” of noncitizens with “mental incompetency.” 8 U.S.C. § 1229a(b)(3); see
also Calderon-Rodriguez v. Sessions, 878 F.3d 1179, 1182 (9th Cir. 2018)
(describing regulations including 8 C.F.R. §§ 103.8(c)(2)(ii) (governing service
requirements), 1240.4 (governing notice to appear), 1240.10(c) (prohibiting the
acceptance of an admission of removability from an unrepresented incompetent
person)).
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C.

To Comply with Section 504, Immigration Judges Must Conduct
Independent and Comprehensive Investigations into Respondents’
Disabilities and Accommodation Needs.

Under Section 504, an IJ must identify noncitizens with disabilities and then
investigate their disabilities, in order to determine whether an individual requires a
Section 504 reasonable accommodation. See, e.g., Fraihat, 445 F. Supp. 3d at 748
(discussing affirmative duty by ICE to identify and track detained noncitizens with
disabilities); see also Updike v. Multnomah County, 870 F.3d 939, 958 (9th Cir.
2017) (failure to “conduct an informed assessment” may violate Section 504); Blatch
ex rel. Clay v. Hernandez, 360 F. Supp. 2d 595, 632–33 (S.D.N.Y. 2005) (Agency
may be required to conduct affirmative outreach to individuals who may need
accommodation, because, inter alia, “some mentally disabled persons may not be
able to self-identify”).
Because assessing a noncitizen’s disability is a threshold step in providing that
person “meaningful access” to their immigration proceedings, the IJ must provide
sufficient explanation of its disability determination to advise the parties and any
reviewing court of the basis for the competency and accommodation determinations.
See Mejia v. Sessions, 868 F.3d 1118, 1121–22 (9th Cir. 2017) (BIA erred in failing
to remand case where the immigration court failed to articulate his assessment of
Petitioner’s competence and why these procedural safeguards were adequate);
Franco-Gonzalez v. Holder, 2014 WL 5475097, at *7–8 (C.D. Cal. Oct. 29, 2014)
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(discussing procedure for determining competence). On a practical level, without
sufficient explanation by the IJ, the parties are unable to request appropriate
corrections from the IJ, and the BIA and any Circuit Court may be unable to exercise
meaningful review. See, e.g., Calderon-Rodriguez, 878 F.3d at 1182–83 (holding
that the BIA abused its discretion by affirming unsupported determination that a
petitioner was competent).
Additionally, under Section 504, an IJ must make an individualized and
affirmative investigation into the accommodations that are necessary in light of a
competency determination. Compliance with Section 504 includes a “duty to gather
sufficient information from the disabled individual and qualified experts as needed
to determine what accommodations are necessary.” See, e.g., Duvall v. County of
Kitsap, 260 F.3d 1124, 1139 (9th Cir. 2001). That duty includes a duty to investigate
the feasibility of proposed accommodations—“mere speculation that a suggested
accommodation is not feasible falls short of the reasonable accommodation
requirement.” Id. at 1136 (quotation omitted).
Mr. Reid’s case exemplifies the problem with insufficiently explained IJ
competency and accommodation determinations. In Mr. Reid’s case, the IJ agreed
Mr. Reid presented with indicia of incompetency, but refused to make specific
findings about the degree of his competency and did not make an explicit finding of
incompetency. See AR.385-86 (Tr. at 116:2-117:6). The BIA then affirmed the IJ’s
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determination because the IJ imposed safeguards, which purportedly fixed any
problem with the IJ’s insufficient competency determinations. See AR.3. But this
circular reasoning falls flat, because there is no way to evaluate the adequacy of
safeguards—or, for the purposes of Section 504, accommodations—without
knowing whether they were necessary or feasible.
D.

To Comply with Section 504, Immigration Courts Must
Affirmatively Consider and Provide a Range of Reasonable
Accommodations, Including Termination of Proceedings.

Section 504 requires IJs to consider and provide a range of reasonable
accommodations, including accommodations beyond those specifically enumerated
by BIA in its Matter of M-A-M- decision. See 25 I&N Dec. 474 (BIA 2011). These
accommodations include termination of proceedings for a small minority of
noncitizens, like Mr. Reid, for whom there is no other way to meaningfully access
those proceedings.
1.

Immigration Courts’ Obligations Under Section 504 Extend
Far Beyond the Requirements Listed in Matter of M-A-M-.

Immigration courts’ obligations under Section 504 extend far beyond the
requirements explicitly described in Matter of M-A-M-. Even for disabilities that
manifest primarily as challenges to an individual’s competency (the specific topic of
M-A-M-), the specific determinations and safeguards discussed in Matter of M-A-Mmay not fully address every need for accommodation. As such, immigration courts
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should construe their obligations under Matter of M-A-M- broadly, consistent with
their Section 504 duties.3
Under Matter of M-A-M- , a noncitizen is competent if he “has a rational and
factual understanding of the nature and object of the proceedings, can consult with
the attorney or representative if there is one, and has a reasonable opportunity to
examine and present evidence and cross-examine witnesses.” 25 I&N Dec. at 484.
Where the noncitizen “lacks sufficient competency to proceed with the hearing,” the
IJ has the “discretion to determine which safeguards are appropriate, given the
particular circumstances in a case.” Id. at 481-82.
Matter of M-A-M- summarizes the safeguards a judge should consider:
“refusal to accept an admission of removability from an unrepresented respondent;
identification and appearance of a family member or close friend who can assist the
respondent and provide the court with information; docketing or managing the case

This Court should not defer to any agency construction of Matter of M-A-M- as
imposing a lesser duty to evaluate and accommodate than Section 504. To the extent
the BIA attempts to construe Section 504 as permitting such a variance, that
determination would receive no deference because Congress has not delegated
interpretation of Section 504 to the BIA. See, e.g., Bowen v. American Hosp. Ass’n,
476 U.S. 610, 642 n.30 (1986). To the extent BIA attempts to construe the INA or
related regulations and rules as authorizing a lesser duty than required by Section
504, such interpretation would be unreasonable, even under Chevron or other
standards of review that may apply when an agency has some authority to construe
a statute or its regulations. See, e.g., Nat. Res. Def. Council, Inc. v. EPA, 961 F.3d
160, 169–70 (2d Cir. 2020) (describing Chevron steps 1 and 2); see also Kisor v.
Wilkie, 139 S. Ct. 2400, 2414–15 (2019).
3
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to facilitate the respondent’s ability to obtain legal representation and/or medical
treatment in an effort to restore competency; participation of a guardian in the
proceedings; continuance of the case for good cause shown; closing the hearing to
the public; waiving the respondent’s appearance; actively aiding in the development
of the record, including the examination and cross-examination of witnesses; and
reserving appeal rights for the respondent.” 25 I&N Dec. at 483. But there are
circumstances in which none of the safeguards put forward by M-A-M- are adequate
to ensure an immigration meaningful access of immigration services: as M-A-Mitself acknowledges, “even where the court and the parties undertake their best
efforts to ensure appropriate safeguards, concerns may remain.” Id. Accordingly,
this Court should construe the safeguards discussed in M-A-M- as a floor, and not a
ceiling, for the types of accommodations that may be required in immigration
proceedings.
The landmark class action Franco-Gonzales v. Holder is an example of this
principle. In that case, the district court repeatedly held that Section 504 requires
significant affirmative action by the government—beyond the safeguards listed in
Matter of M-A-M—to reasonably accommodate noncitizens with mental health
disabilities during immigration proceedings. See, e.g., 767 F. Supp. 2d 1034, 1056
(C.D. Cal. 2010); 828 F. Supp. 2d 1133, 1145–47 (C.D. Cal. 2011); 2013 WL
3674492, at *8–9 (C.D. Cal. Apr. 23, 2013). The court noted that the majority of
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the safeguards explicitly provided under Matter of M-A-M- are discretionary, and
found that none explicitly guarantee that the incompetent individual can participate
in their own proceeding as fully as an individual without a disability. See 2013 WL
3674492, at *8–9. The court concluded that Section 504 required the appointment
of a Qualified Representative as a reasonable accommodation for individuals who
are not competent to represent themselves by virtue of their mental disability. See
id. at *8. Section 504 may also require other reasonable accommodations, such as
alteration of court procedures (like the removal of judicial garb referenced in Mr.
Reid’s case (see Pet’r Br. 41)), requiring the government to produce a respondent
live rather than by video, and similar accommodations. This is not an exhaustive
list, and IJs should construe their obligation to affirmatively identify and provide
accommodations broadly. See Heilweil v. Mount Sinai Hosp., 32 F.3d 718, 722 (2d
Cir. 1994) (“Because the [Rehabilitation] Act is a remedial statute, it and the
regulations promulgated under it are to be construed broadly.”); see also, e.g., Matter
of M-J-K-, 26 I&N Dec. 773, 775 (BIA 2016) (various “safeguards” may be
necessary under Matter of M-A-M-); Matter of J-S-S-, 26 I&N Dec. 679, 682 (BIA
2015) (similar). Here, too, the Court should reject any argument that M-A-M- limits
the accommodations that IJs may be required to provide to satisfy Section 504.
Instead, M-A-M- and Section 504 should be construed to jointly require affirmative
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and fulsome competency determinations, and reasonable accommodations, for
individuals living with mental health disabilities.
2.

Termination is the Only Adequate
Accommodation in Some Cases.

Safeguard

or

In a limited set of cases, there is no safeguard or accommodation that permits
a noncitizen to competently participate in the proceedings against them. This
includes cases where noncitizens cannot understand or participate in the proceedings
at all, and where—as in Mr. Reid’s case—a noncitizen cannot communicate or work
with his counsel. Cf. Drope v. Missouri, 420 U.S. 162, 171 (1975) (“[A] person
whose mental condition is such that he lacks the capacity to understand the nature
and object of the proceedings against him, to consult with counsel, and to assist in
preparing his defense may not be subjected to a trial.”). Where an individual with a
disability cannot participate in proceedings against him or her despite any other
efforts to accommodate their disability, proceedings should be terminated because
they cannot be made fair. “To order the removal of someone unable to participate
meaningfully in his or her removal proceedings would make the whole process a
charade.” Diop v. Lynch, 807 F.3d 70, 76 (4th Cir. 2015).
For some noncitizens with severe mental health disabilities, restoration to
competency is not a realistic prospect.

This is especially true for detained

noncitizens who cannot expect to receive adequate—let alone meaningful—
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treatment to restore competency while in immigration detention.4 Termination is
thus the only option for this small subset of noncitizens who are not competent and
cannot be rendered competent for lack of other realistically available measures. Any
alternative to termination simply leaves the incompetent noncitizen in limbo, or, in
cases involving noncitizens detained pending deportation, subject to the kind of
prolonged detention which is separately problematic under the Fifth and Eighth
Amendments. See, e.g., Zadvydas v. Davis, 533 U.S. 678, 690 (2001); Jackson v.
Indiana, 406 U.S. 715, 731 (1972). Temporarily suspending proceedings through
administrative closure is thus not a viable alternative for detained noncitizens; it may
just leave them indefinitely detained. For example, the named plaintiff in FrancoGonzales v. Holder was detained for over four years after administrative closure with
no active proceedings against him prior to the class litigation. See 2010 WL
11643590, at *5 (C.D. Cal. Oct. 18, 2010); see also Velasco Lopez v. Decker, 978
F.3d 842, 851–52 (2d Cir. 2020) (noncitizen’s prolonged detention violated due

See, e.g., United States House of Representatives, Committee on Homeland
Security, Majority Staff Report ICE Detention Facilities, Failing to Meet Basic
Standards
of
Care,
at
17
(Sept.
21,
2020),
https://homeland.house.gov/imo/media/doc/Homeland%20ICE%20facility%20staf
f%20report.pdf; ACLU, Human Rights Watch, and National Immigrant Justice
Center, Research Report, Justice-Free Zones, U.S. Immigration Detention Under the
Trump
Administration
(2020),
https://www.aclu.org/sites/default/files/field_document/justicefree_zones_immigrant_detention_report_aclu_hrw_nijc_0.pdf.
4
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process). As one court has noted, “there is something fundamentally unfair in
keeping a case open where the defendant, as a result of his incompetency, will never
be in a position to challenge it on the merits.” Massachusetts v. Guinta, No. 200400088, 2011 WL 3480959, at *2 (Mass. Super. Ct. Mar. 31, 2011). Accordingly,
this Court should hold that termination must be available to IJs, so that they may to
uphold their obligations under Section 504.
3.

Immigration Courts Have the Authority to Terminate
Proceedings.

Termination of immigration proceedings is consistent with Section 504’s
mandate that IJs affirmatively provide meaningful access to removal proceedings,
and with IJs’ responsibility to conduct fair and sufficient proceedings. For example,
by law and regulation, when an IJ determines that a respondent lacks sufficient
competency to proceed with the hearing, the IJ “shall prescribe safeguards to protect
the rights and privileges of the alien.” 8 U.S.C. § 1229a(b)(3); see also 8 C.F.R. §
1003.10(b) (authorizing immigration judges to take “any action” consistent with
their authority that is “appropriate and necessary” to resolve the cases before them);
8 U.S.C. § 1229a(a)(l) (“An immigration judge shall conduct proceedings for
deciding the inadmissibility or deportability of an alien.”); see also Matter of M-JK-, 26 I.&N. Dec. 773, 775 (BIA 2016) (confirming IJ discretion to implement
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appropriate safeguards in competency cases). 5 But where no other accommodation
will ensure meaningful access, the only reasonable accommodation is to terminate
the proceedings.

See EOIR, Immigration Judge Benchbook, § II.B.1 (2016)

(suggesting that immigration judges consider “terminating cases where respondents
are unable to proceed in light of mental health issues and a corresponding inability
to secure adequate safeguards”).
Similarly, it is well-established that under Section 504, exemption from a
program requirement can be a reasonable accommodation. See, e.g., People First of
Alabama v. Merrill, 467 F. Supp. 3d 1179, 1221 (N.D. Ala. 2020), appeal dismissed,
No. 20-12184-GG, 2020 WL 5543717 (11th Cir. July 17, 2020) (determining at
preliminary injunction stage that plaintiff voters’ requested accommodation was
facially reasonable, where plaintiffs requested exemption from requirement to show
photo ID in order to vote); see also, e.g., Fraihat, 445 F. Supp. 3d at 748, 751
(ordering ICE to reevaluate custody determinations for medically vulnerable
detained noncitizens who raised Section 504 and other claims).

Permitting or requiring immigration judges to terminate cases based on mental
incompetence may appear to be in tension with 8 C.F.R. § 1239.2 , which appears to
authorize immigration judges to terminate only in order to allow the respondent to
pursue naturalization. The doctrine of constitutional avoidance, however, requires
the court to construe the regulation as permitting immigration judges to terminate
where the respondent is mentally incompetent. In the alternative, to the extent the
regulation conflicts with a constitutional due process right to competence, it is
invalid.
5
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Accordingly, termination in cases where there is no possible way to create
meaningful access to proceedings is an obligation arising from multiple legal bases,
not an exercise in unexplained discretion. It is therefore distinct from Matter of SO-G- & F-D-B-, 27 I&N Dec. 462 (AG 2018), which held that Immigration Judges
do not have inherent authority to terminate cases on discretionary grounds; in F-DB-, for example, neither the IJ nor the BIA provided a legal basis for the termination
at issue. See id. at 467-68.
4.

Reasonable Accommodations Do Not Fundamentally Alter
or Impose an Undue Hardship on Immigration Court
Proceedings.

Finally, termination and other reasonable accommodations—like the
appointment of Qualified Representatives in Franco-Gonzalez—are “reasonable”
under Section 504 for the additional reason that they neither “fundamentally alter”
nor imposes an “undue hardship” on immigration courts. See Disabled in Action,
752 F.3d at 197; Henrietta D. v. Bloomberg, 331 F.3d at 281.

There is no

fundamental alteration because immigration proceedings are already complex
events; logistical accommodations (like requiring the government to produce a
detained respondent in-person for evaluation), or procedural accommodations (like
administratively closing the case), are similar to existing case management activities,
and thus do not “fundamentally alter the nature” of the proceedings. See Disabled
in Action, 752 F.3d at 197; see Franco-Gonzalez v. Holder, 2013 WL 3674492, at
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*5 (C.D. Cal. Apr. 23, 2013) (explaining that appointment of qualified representative
is not a fundamental alteration). Nor does termination constitute a fundamental
alteration, because it occurs only in selected cases, at the end of a full exercise of the
“program” (immigration proceedings).

Perhaps most importantly, in special

circumstances IJs already terminate proceedings.6 When an accommodation is
already available and in practice, it cannot be a “fundamental alteration.”
Nor do reasonable accommodations, including termination, create any “undue
hardship” to the agency. See Henrietta D. v. Bloomberg, 331 F.3d at 281. The cost
and burden of providing accommodations or terminating proceedings may well be
less than the cost and burden of administering protracted and inefficient proceedings
for immigrants with disabilities who are acutely incompetent. Indeed, providing

See, e.g., Order on Motion to Terminate (Jan. 2020) (Addendum 1) at 4–5
(determining that termination was “constitutionally required because of the
circumstances present in this respondent’s case” and distinguishing Matter of S-OG- & F-D-B-); Order on Motion to Terminate (Sept. 2018) (Addendum 2) at 21
(terminating proceedings because IJ could not “adequately safeguard Respondent’s
Due Process right to a fundamentally fair proceeding” in case where respondent’s
“significant psychological and cognitive impairments” meant that he could not,
among other things, meaningfully consult with counsel or “provide anyone with
consistent, accurate information[.]”); see also Sarah Sherman-Stokes, Sufficiently
Safeguarded?: Competency Evaluations of Mentally Ill Respondents in Removal
Proceedings, 67 Hastings L.J. 1023, 1057 & n.191 (May 2016) (noting that, based
on interviews with immigration judges and attorneys, “immigration judges in [some]
jurisdictions are routinely ordering termination for incompetent respondents that
appear before them.”).
6
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reasonable accommodations will allow some proceedings to expedite,7 thus
releasing resources for use in other proceedings.
And “undue” burden does not mean no cost or burden—by its very nature,
Section 504 “requires some degree of positive effort to expand the availability of
federally funded programs to handicapped persons otherwise qualified to benefit
from them.” Henrietta D., 331 F.3d at 275. Indeed, Section 504, which applies to
federally funded programs, would be dead letter if it were prohibited from expanding
those programs in some manner that could incur cost. To that end, some cost in
affirmatively accommodating noncitizens with mental health disabilities in removal
proceedings would be consistent with, not contrary to, Section 504.
V.

CONCLUSION
For the above reasons, Amici respectfully request the Court consider the

position set forth herein and grant Mr. Reid’s Petition for Review.

The government’s legal orientation program (LOP) derives from the similar
rationale that noncitizens advised of their rights can pursue or abandon claims for
relief from removal or detention more efficiently. See, e.g., Fact Sheet, “EOIR’s
Office
of
Legal
Access
Programs,”
available
at:
https://www.justice.gov/eoir/file/882786/download.
7
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR IMMIGRATION REVIEW
IMMIGRATION COURT
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
File No:

P:

)

In the Matter of:

)
)
)

)
)
)

Respondent

IN REMOVAL PROCEEDINGS

CHARGE:

Section 212(a)(6)(A)(i) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) Alien Present Without Admission or Parole

MOTION:

Motion to Terminate

ON BEHALF OF THE RESPONDENT:
Nancy Lynn Alexander, Esquire
Lucas & Barba, LLP
1400 Southwest Montgomery Street
Portland, Oregon 97201

ON BEHALF OF DHS:
Kevin Laroza, Assistant Chief Counsel
U.S. Department of Homeland Secw-ity
606 South Olive Street, Eighth Floor
Los Angeles, California 90014

DECISION AND ORDER OF THE IMMIGRATION JUDGE
The respondent, a native and citizen of Mexico, entered the United States without
inspection in 1985. On August 9, 2011, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) personally
served the respondent with a Form I-862, Notice to Appear (NTA). Exh. 1. In the NTA, DHS
charged the respondent with inadmissibility pursuant to INA§ 212(a)(6)(A)(i). Exh. 1.
Jurisdiction vested and removal proceedings commenced when DHS filed the NTA with the
former Los Angeles Detained Immigration Court 1 on August 23, 2011. Id.; see 8 C.F.R.
§ 1003.14(a) (2011).
After the respondent was released from Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
custody, his proceedings were transferred to the Los Angeles Immigration Court. See ICE
Fo1m I-830E, Notice to EOIR: Alien Address (Nov. 21, 2011). When the respondent and his
former counsel failed to appear at his July 2013 hearing, the Court sustained the factual
allegations and charge of inadmissibility and ordered the respondent removed in absentia. IJ In
Absentia Order (July 10, 2013). On July 21, 2014, the respondent filed a motion to reopen
proceedings based on exceptional circumstances, which the Court granted on August 6, 2014. IJ
Order Granting Mot. to Reopen (Aug. 6, 2014). The respondent was again detained by ICE and
transferred to the Adelanto Detention Facility on November 11, 2016. See ICE Form I-830E
1 The

Court notes that the fonner Los Angeles Detained Immigration Court is now the Los Angeles North
Immigration Court.

1
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(Dec. 6, 2016). DHS filed a motion to change venue to the Adelanto Immigration Court, which
the Court granted on December 9, 2016. See IJ Order Granting Change of Venue (Dec. 9, 2016).
In Febrnary 2017, DHS submitted a notice of the respondent's potential membership in
the class certified in Franco-Gonzalez v. Holder, No. CV-02211-DMG-DTBX, 2014 WL
5475097 (C.D. Cal. Oct. 29, 2014), and requested a judicial competency hearing to evaluate the
respondent's ability to represent himself in his removal proceedings. See Exh. lMH, Tab A
(indicating the respondent suffers from HIV-related dementia and intellectual disability). 2 At his
March 2, 2017 hearing, the Adelanto Immigration Court applied the framework in Matter of
M-A-M-, 25 I&N Dec. 474, 479-83 (BIA 2011), found there was insufficient evidence of
incompetence, and ordered a forensic evaluation of the respondent. Order for Forensic
Evaluation (Mar. 6, 2017). Before the forensic evaluation could be conducted, the respondent
was released from ICE custody and venue was transferred to the Los Angeles Immigration
Court. 3 IJ Order Granting Change ofVenue (Mar. 23, 2017); ICE Form I-830E (Mar. 13, 2017).
The respondent collapsed on March 5, 2017. 4 See Letter from Rancho Los Amigos
Rehabilitation Center (July 31 , 2017). A computerized tomography (CT) scan found the
respondent suffered a large intracerebral hemon-hage, which caused paralysis on the right side of
his body, severe language impairment, hype1iension, and chronic kidney disease. Id. Once
stable, the respondent was transferred to the Rancho Los Amigos Rehabilitation Center where he
has remained until the present time. Id. Because the respondent was unable to appear at any of
his hearings at the Los Angeles Immigration Court due to his physical condition, the forensic
evaluation was conducted without an in-person interview and solely based on the respondent's
medical records and other documentation. 5 See Forensic Evaluation at 3 (Aug. 6, 2017) ("His
A respondent who lacks sufficient competency for the purposes of immigration proceedings is entitled to
additional procedural safeguards to protect his due process right to a full and fair hearing. See Matter of M-A-M-, 25
I&N Dec. 474, 479-83 (BIA 201 I); see also Gov. Holder, 640 F.3d 1047, 1055 (9th Cir. 201 I) (holding that the
Fifth Amendment to the U.S . Constitution "guarantees due process in immigration proceedings"). Consistent with
its general authority to regulate the course of immigration proceedings, the Court has discretion to prescribe any
safeguards necessary to protect the rights and privileges of such a respondent. See INA§ 240(b)(3); M-A-M-, 25
I&N Dec. at 481-83 (identifying several potential safeguards). The Board of Immigration Appeals (Board) has
articulated a three-step framework for ensuring a full and fair hearing in circumstances where a respondent may
lack, or already lacks, sufficient competency. See M-A-M-, 25 I&N Dec. at 479-84. Under this framework, the
Court must ( 1) consider indicia of incompetency, (2) determine whether the respondent is competent to participate in
immigration proceedings, and (3) evaluate appropriate safeguards to ensure his rights to a fundamentally fair
hearing. See id. Neither party bears the burden of proof for mental incompetency determinations, but where there
are indicia of incompetency, the Court must make a competency determination based on a preponderance of the
evidence. See Matter ofJ-S-S-, 26 I&N Dec. 679, 683-84 (BIA 2015). ·
3 The case was subsequently transferred to the undersigned IJ, who familiarized herself with the record of
proceedings pursuant to the regulations. See 8 C.F.R. § 1240.l(b) (2019).
4 DHS filed a motion to change venue with the Adelanto Immigration Court on March 22, 2017 stating that the
respondent was released from ICE custody on his own recognizance and provided his address upon release as; 210 I
North Waterman Avenue, San Bernardino, CA 92404. DHS' Motion to Change Venue (Mar. 22, 2017). However,
DHS appears to have deliberately failed to mention that the address provided for the respondent was in fact the
address for St. Bernadine Medical Center, the hospital to which the respondent was taken for treatment following his
collapse. See Matter of R-R-, 20 I&N Dec. 547,551 n.3 (BIA 1992) (citations omitted) (" It is well established that
administrative agencies and the courts may take judicial (or administrative) notice of commonly known facts.").
The Court is deeply troubled that DHS felt it was acceptable to hide the fact that the respondent was in the hospital
by omitting this critical detail regarding the respondent's address in their motion to change venue.
5 Although the respondent was no longer detained at the time, the respondent remained entitled to a forensic
evaluation and competency review because he was previously designated a main Franco class member and his
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insight, reasoning and decision making are impaired, such that he lacks capacity to make medical
decisions for himself. Although some further improvement is possible, it is considered unlikely
that he will regain the capacity to care for himself, or to make decisions about his own care.").
Based on the results of the evaluation, the Comi found the respondent incompetent pursuant to
M-A-M-, 25 I&N Dec. at 479-83, and ordered that a Qualified Representative (QR) be assigned
to his case. See Franco-Gonzalez, 2014 WL 5475097, at *2, 11. DHS has not challenged this
determination.
Subsequently, the Court conducted numerous hearings to dete1mine whether there were
sufficient safeguards available to protect the respondent's due process interests and to provide
him with a full and fair hearing. See Matter of M-J-K-, 26 I&N Dec. 773, 775-76 (BIA 2016)
("Immigration Judges have discretion to determine which safeguards are appropriate under the
circumstances of a particular case."). Although "[t]he participation of counsel increases the
likelihood of finding a means to proceed fairly," it is not a sufficient safeguard in itself to
guarantee due process. Id at 777; see Go, 640 F.3d at 1055. Once in place, the safeguards must
sufficiently protect the respondent's ability to "meaningfully participate" in his immigration
proceedings. See Franco-Gonzalez, 2014 WL 5475097, at *6.
The Court has provided several additional safeguards throughout the respondent's
proceedings, including: waiving his presence at several hearings; docketing the respondent's case
to assess whether there was any improvement in his competency; and continuing his hearings to
provide counsel time to seek out any family members or friends to appear on the respondent's
behalf. See, e.g., M-A-M-, 25 I&N Dec. at 482-84 (identifying such measures as potential
safeguards). However, due to the respondent's severe physical and mental disability, the QR is
tmable to communicate with the respondent. See Resp't's Mot. to Terminate 2 at 4 (May 7,
2018) ("Counsel has met with Mr.
and he is unable to coherently speak with
counsel or otherwise communicate with counsel."); Resp't's Mot. to Terminate 1, Tab A at 1
(Nov. 2, 2017) ("[T]he patient answers simple yes/no questions with 'limited accuracy' .... ").
As a result, the QR is unable to elicit any facts underlying the respondent's claims for relief or
the existence of any family or friends who could provide information regarding his claims for
relief. 6 See Forensic Evaluation at 3 ("With regard to Mr.
.'s ability to consult with
or assist with counsel if one was appointed, it is unclear whether he may have the present or
future capacity to fulfill this objective, given the serious nature of his medical condition (i.e.,
intracerebral hemorrhage)."); Resp't's Mot. to Terminate 1 at 3 (indicating that the QR was
unable to find family or friends of the respondent willing to assist him in his proceedings);
Resp't's Mot. to Terminate 2 at 5 (same). Furthermore, the respondent is unable to provide
counsel access to his complete criminal or medical records to assist in determining his eligibility
forensic evaluation had been ordered prior to his release from ICE custody. See Order for Forensic Evaluation
(Mar. 6, 2017); Franco-Gonzalez, 2014 WL 54 75097, at * 11 ("If a Main Class member is released from detention
after an Immigration Judge has ordered a Forensic Competency Evaluation but before the Immigration Judge has
made a competency determination, the Main Class member continues to be entitled to the procedural protections set
forth in the Permanent Injunction and in this Order, including the completion of the Forensic Competency
Evaluation, and, if the Immigration Judge determines that the individual is not competent to represent him-or
herself, the provision ofa Qualified Representative." (citations omitted)).
6 Based on the record before the Court, including statements from the respondent and his previous counsel, the
respondent may be eligible for relief from removal in the form of asylum, withholding ofremoval, protection under
the Convention Against Torture, and U Nonimmigrant status. Accord Resp't's Mot. to Terminate 2 at 4.
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for relief because he is unable to sign authorization forms allowing counsel access to his
confidential information. See Resp't's Mot. to Terminate 2 at 4-5; id. at 5 (indicating that the
QR is unable to elicit the facts underlying the respondent's 2015 Cal. Health & Safety Code
§ 11378 conviction); Resp't's Mot. to Terminate 1, Tab C at 9-35 (stating the respondent is a
forty-nine-year-old man suffering from stage 3 chronic kidney disease, dyslipidemia, HIV 2
infection, hypertension, an intra-parenchymal hemon·hage in his left basal ganglia, dysphasia,
right hemiplegia, IDV vasculopathy, and severe global aphasia with lack of medical
decision-making capacity, among other conditions). The respondent currently remains under the
full-time care of staff at the Meridien Elderly Assisted Living Home with no notable change in
his cognitive status in over two years. See Resp't's Mot. to Terminate 1, Tab D (E-mail from
Dr. Tatyana Jones). Because the QR cannot speak to the respondent, and there are no family or
friends to assist in developing the record, the respondent cannot present any claim of past
persecution or provide any insight into a well-founded fear of future persecution or torture.
See INA§ 240(b)(4)(B) (stating that the respondent shall have a reasonable opportunity to
present evidence on his behalf). Thus, the QR is incapable of even "presenting legal arguments
regarding [the respondent's] removability7 and eligibility for relief from removal that are not
dependent on the ability to communicate with the respondent," which puts him in a qualitatively
different position than a competent respondent. M-J-K-, 26 I&N Dec. at 777. To proceed
regardless would be to acknowledge and accept that there are two different standards for due
process-one for competent respondents and one for incompetent respondents.
When the Court has thoroughly exhausted all available safeguards and they prove
insufficient to guarantee the respondent a full and fair hearing consistent with due process,
termination of proceedings is warranted. See, e.g., M-A-M-, 25 I&N Dec. at 483 ("In some
cases, even where the court and the parties undertake their best efforts to ensure appropriate
safeguards, concerns may remain. In these cases, the Immigration Judge may pursue alternatives
with the parties, such as administrative closure .... "); id. (indicating potential safeguards are not
limited to those enumerated in the decision). Furthermore, the Franco-Gonzalez injunction
suggests termination or postponement of proceedings would be appropriate in circumstances
where the additional safeguards are insufficient to protect the respondent's ability to
meaningfully participate in his removal proceedings. See Franco-Gonzalez, 2014 WL 5475097,
at *6 ("[TJhe respondent must be able to meaningfully participate in the proceeding as set forth
in Matter ofM-A-M-."). Although the Board has held that immigration judges do not possesses
inherent authority to terminate removal proceedings on discretionary grounds, it did not in any
way limit the immigration judge's constitutional autl1ority to te1minate proceedings when due
process requirements cannot be met. See Matter ofS-0-G- & F-D-B-, 27 I&N Dec. 462, 467-68
(AG 2018) ('~In F-D-B-, the immigration judge did not identify any statutory or regulatory basis
to justify terminating the removal proceedings .... Because the immigration judge did not
purport to exercise any specific regulatory or delegated authority to terminate, and no such
authority is apparent in the record, her action cannot be sustained on appeal."). In contrast to
Matter ofS-0-G- & F-D-B-, there is sufficient basis in this respondent's record to demonstrate

7 The Court notes that even without the respondent's admission ofremovability, there is sufficient objective
evidence in the record to sustain the charge of inadmissibility against him. See INA § 212(a)(6)(A)(i);
see also M-A-M-, 25 I&N Dec. at 482 (indicating refusal to accept an admission ofremovability from an
unrepresented respondent constitutes a safeguard).
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that termination of this respondent's proceedings is constitutionally required due to the special
circumstances present in this respondent's case. Id

'
By terminating these proceedings,
the _Court does not suggest that termination would be
appropriate in all cases. The respondent's cas6: in particular, presents a truly unique set of
circumstances that warrants termination. Although the respondent has no "claim of entitlement"
to discretionary relief from removal, the Court is left unable to determine whether the respondent
is eligible for relief from removal as an initial matter, which distinguishes this sitl,lation from
other cases in which termination was found to be inappropriate. 8 See Mendez-Garcia v. Lynch,
840 F.3d 655,666 (9th Cir. 2016) (holding that the respondents lacked a legitimate claim of
entitlement to discretionary relief from removal). As DHS has not proposed a way for the Court
to proceed that protects the respondent's due process rights, the Court will grant the respondent's
motion to terminate and terminate these proceedings without prejudice.
Accordingly, the following order shall be entered:

ORDER
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the respondent's motion to terminate is GRANTED.
APPEAL RIGHTS: Both Parties have the right to appeal the decision in this case. Any
appeal is due at the Board of Immigration Appeals within thirty (3 0) calendar days of se · e of
this decision. 8 C.F.R. § 1003.38.

DATE:

{

I

Rachel Ann Ruane
Immigration Judge

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

THIS DOCUMENT WAS SERVED BY:

f

(~ MAIL ( PERSONAL SERVICE
TO: ( ) ALIEN ( ) ALIEN c/o Custodial Office•
Q\~ALIEN'S ATT/REP
~ ~H.~ \
DATE: 1// 4/i'<?Jy: COURT STAFF~
Atta~:( } EOIR-33 ( ) EOIR-28
( ) Legal Services List ( ) Other

8 The Court is also unable to determine the respondent's eligibility for withholding ofremoval and protection under
the Convention Against Torture, which are mandatory forms ofrelief.
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File A

able to forward - No addrees provide
Attach~d i$ a copy of the decision of
e Immigration Judge. This decision
is final unless an appeal is filed wit the aoard of Immi9ration Appeals
within 30 calendar days of the date of he mailing of this written decision,
s~~ thQ enclosed toms and instruction
for properly preparing your appeal.
Your notice of appeal, attached docume s, and fee or fee waiver r~qu~st
must be mailed toi
Board of Immigra,on Appeals

Office of the Cl
Sl0i ~eesburg Pi
_

_

k
, Suite 2000

t4ll~ Church, VAi2041
.
Attach~d is~ copy of the decision of
e immigration judge as the result
ot your Failure to Appear at your scne led cteportation or removal hea~ing .
This decision is final unless a Motion o Reopen is filed in accordance
with Seccion 242b(c) (3) of the Irnmi9ra on and Nationality Aet, B o.s.c. S
1252b(cl (3l in deportation ~roceedings ~r section 240(b) (5) (C), 8 o.s.c. §
l229a(~l (5) (C) in removal proceedings. If you file a motion to reopen, your
motion m~$t b~ filed with this court:

Attached is a copy of the ecision o
e immigration judge relating ~o a
Rea~onable Fear Review, This is a tina order. Pursuant ~o 8 C,F.R. §
1208.3l(gl (1), no ~dmini8traeive ~ppe~l is available. However, you rnay file
a petition for review within 30 days w· h che appropriaee Circuit Court of
Appeals to ~ppeal this decision pursua)lt to 8 u.s.c. S 1252: INA §242.

Att~ched is a copy of the decision of
Credible Fear Review. This is a final

re
i

immigration judge relating to a
der. No appeal is avail~ble.

Other:

I ----~

•
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UNITED STATES DEPAR

NT OF ruSTJCE

EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR .&.IY.Ll1J.LIGRATION REVIEW
United Stattss Immi

I

IN THE MATTER OF:

i

IN REMOVAL PROCEEDINGS

I
I

File No: A

I

Respondent.

CHARGES:

St.ction 212(aX6XA)(i) of the Jbmgration and Nationality Act ("INA" or
"Act"), as amended, as an alienf who is present in the United States without
admission or parole, or who anitt'c:d in the United States at any time or plaoe
other than as designated by the l,\nomey General.
f

Seaion 212(a)(2)(AXi)(I) of ~Immigration and Nationality Act ("INA''

or "Act"), as amended, as an ·en convicted of, or who admits having
committed acts which consti.tu the essential elements of a crime involving
moraJ turpitude (other than a pwely political offense) or an attempt or
conspiracy to commit such a

c;ne.

APPUCATION:

i

Motion to Terminate

ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENT:

DECISION OF

The Respondent is a
who entered the United St.a
Court for the District o
and

epartm
o ome ano Security ("DH
the Respondent with the NTA on
s~e NTA. In the NTA, OHS charges the
Respondent with ioadrnissibility pursuant to secbon 2 .2(a)(6XA)(i) ofthe Act, as an alien who is

tb.c

t
r
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ln tbo MatteJ o
A

present without admission or parole, and section 212 aX2)(A)(i)(I) of the Act as an alien who has
moral
itu of the Act Id The Respondent has been
throughout his removal proceedings. 1

been convicted of a crime involv'
detained by the OHS at the

At the.Respondents initial master calendar h ~
· g o n - " ' , the Respondent
appeared pro se. and the Immigration Court foun that ~ t s demeanor and his
resulted in a bona fide doubt as to the
zesponses to questions from the Immigation Co
Respondent's c o m p e t ~ himself. Thetefore, the Immigration Court continued the
Respondent's case to in order to
uct a judicial competency inquiry. The
Immigration Court requested that prior to the
eompetenc inqui , the DHS ~de the
Respondent's medical records from the
On
the
I
I
· Court received a letter from the Respon t's primary care doer.or at
!,; ;

escribiog the medical conditions of the ~~ldent while he was under er care m
. ~ Third Party Notification
). O n - • the DHS
submitted a request for competency inquiry. which in}uded a c o p y ~ mental health review. 2 Depamnent of H11meland Security Request for Competency

Inquiry and Notice of Filing

("DHS

tirst Request for Competency Inquiry").

On
, the Immigration Court nducted a judic;ial competency inquiry in
order to assess whether the Respondent is co~~~tt represent himself. The Immigration Coun
assessed both the Respondent's ability to m~~ participate in bis removal proceedings as
set forth in Matter ofM-A.-M-, 25 I&N Dec. 474 (B:t2011), and his ability to perform additional
functions necessary for self-representation. After co ucting the judicial competency inquiry, the
Immigration Court found - and DHS did not obj , - that a preponderance of the evidence
established that the Respondent is not competent to rtpresent himself in his removal proceedings

and ordered the provision of a Qualified Represem;tive ("QR") to serve as the Respondent's
auomey for his removal proceedings.
I
~ for

-

the Respondent entered her a earance at a

and requested -and the Immi

master calendar hearing o.n
·o Court granted- a continuance for attorney

preparation. At a master calendar hearing on
• the QR proffered that she was having
difficulty detennining the forms of relief for which e Respondent may be eligible due to his
. significant psychological and cognitive impainnents. For this reason, the QR requested - and the
Immigration Court granted- a second continuance fo attomey preparation. At a hearing o n _ , the QR requested a third com:inuance, citing
significant difficulty she was having in
'6iiiI'cGng an effective attorney.client relationship · the Respondent because of the barriers
presented by his significant psychological and co
·ve impairments. The Immigration Court
granted the QR's request for a continuance in order to(provide additional time for the QR to build
a relationship with the Respondent and gather neces~ information to move forward with his
removal proceedings. DHS did not oppose any of th.cfcontinuances.
,

'
redlermilwion.
f

1

The Respondent has not submitted a request for a custody
HowtVQ", DHS's position .is - and the
Jffl)rd evidence SUJ11>0l1s a conclusion - that the Respondent is !w,ject to mandator)' detention under se.ction 236(c)
oft.he Act due r.o bis convietion under 212(a)(2XA)(i)(1). See IN,t § 236(eXJ)(A).
2
The Immigmion C.Oun had sdleduled a eompeteri.cy inquicy PTJ°rto receiving the DHS's request for sueb illquiJ)'.
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ln tlie Matter of

A-.il
the QR submitted a written motion to
, which stated that "in this case, moving

At a master calendar hearing on
terminate the Respondent's immipion proceedin
forward would compromise the accuracy and ·
safeguard short of termination can sufficiently prot
to "fermin.ate at 1. The QR also submitted evi
terminate. See Respondent's Evidence in Support

s of the proceedings because no alternative
his due process interest." See Resp't Mot.
in support of the Respondent's motion to
His Motion to Tenninate
)
("Evidence in Support of Motion to Tenniuatej. . Immigration Court granted a continuance
to allow the parties to fully brief the issue of whethe4 temtlnation is appropriate in this case. On
OHS filed an oppositio~nl:Ient's motion. see DHS Opp1n, and the QR
a·= t o DHS's opposition o n - ee Rcsp't Reply. DHS filed a sur-reply on
See DHS Sur-Reply.

I_,
I!
-1111·

dical records for the Respondent from the
("DHS Updated Medieal

, the QR submitted an annotated version
tated Table of Contents ofMedical Records
a post-release plan for the Respondent, see
Immigration Court continued 1he case until
cient time to review the updated medical
evidence or areument in support of their
ation
I

.
On 1111111111111, DHS filed a second request r a competency inqujzy, stating that ~ere
is indicatioiimt.liemeclical evidence that the re ndcnt,s mental health may have recently
stabilfa:ed.,, See DHS Request for Competency In uiry and Opposition to the Respoodcnt' s
Motions to Temrinate due to Incompetency and un Pereira v. Sessions (''DHS Second Request
for Competency Inquiry'') at 2. 3 On the same date, c Respondent submitted a Motion to Admit
Evidence, which included a summary of a
chological evaluation of the
Respondent's competence to stand uial con uc
, a licensed psychologist
See Psychological Evaluation
),
At a master calendar hearing on

the Immigration Comt heard additional

argwnent and rendered a decision regarding DHS 's s
d request for a competency inquiry. The
Immigration Coun addressed DHS's assertion that competency inquiry should be conducted
because the R.espondent•s mental health bad recentl stabilized. See DHS Second Request for
Competency Inquiry at 2. Specifically, the lmmigra ·on Court undertook a detailed comparison
ofthe most recent medic:al records filed by the DHS ·th the medical TCCOrds contemporaneous
with the Iminigration Court•s- -judic· competency inquiry. In its second request
for a competency inquiry, D ~rcceot medical r ords that state the Respondent>s "speech is
coherent, his thought content and process is um:·emam;Jjl)Je and logical, his remote memory is intact,
and he did not have any suicidal, homicidal or disto
thoughts," and "his response to treatment
is •very good>and notes no regr.~ion as to bis men status." See id DHS asserted that these

•

''
I

3

.

On 1111111111111, the QR submitted a motion to terminate - d m t ' s case pursuant to Pereira v. Sessions,
.Resp~tion to Terminate ~
. On
· • DHS submitted its opposition to ~a
Respondent's motion. The I m m i g r a t i ~ the Re . dent's motion to termmaie ptnuant to Pereira v.
Session,,
Matte, ofBermuda-Cota, 27 T&N Dco. 441 (8'4\ 2018).

s~

!
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notes demonstrate a positive change in the Rcspo, dent's mental state. However, the cited
observations are nearly identical to the observation made in medical records attached to the
DHS,s first request for competency ioquiry and otb medical records contemporaneous with the
com~en
·
See OHS First Request for
Immigration Court's Competency Inquiry a t ~that on
the Respondent's speech is
coherent, his thought process is logical, his sp edl is coherent, his thought content is
unremarkable, and bis insight and judgment are i tact ; Evidence in Support of Motion to
TMDinate, Tab C at 16 (observing that on
, the R.cspondent,s speech is
coherent, his thought content and process arc UDJ'en1arkable and logical, his remote memory is
inaact, and he did not have suicidal. homicidal. or · rted thoughts). Similarly, medical records
from
note his response to treatment "exceJlent" whereas medical records from
note his response to trc tment as "fair-to-good" and ''very good,"
respective y. Compare Evidence in Support of Moti to Terminate, Tab Cat 17 with Annotated
Medical Records at 11 and 31. Moreover. DHS 'd not assert in its second request for a
competency inquiry - and has never asserted the Respondent is now ot has ever been
competent to represent hlmself or to meaninafu}ly ~cipatc in removal proceedings. Rather,
DHS contends that the Immigration Court is unab;e
o.evaluate whether current safepards arc
appropriate without conductinJ a second compe
i n q ~ a l ~ DHS Second
Request for Competency Inquiry.· Indeed. at a hear g o n - • DHS affinned its
·position that it does not contest that the Responden: is incompetent to represent himself or to
meaningfully participate, and that the only issue befl e the Immigration Court is the availability
and adequacy of safeguards. Because the Immigratio Court previously conducte.d a competency
inquiry, the record is devoid of any indication that c Respondent's mental health may have
stabilized such that. he may now be co~tent for ftnt''l'lt\Cles ofhis removal proceedings, and neither
party contests the Immigration Court's
incompetency finding, the Immigration
Court concluded there is no legal basis to co uct a ond competency inquiry and denied DHS' s
request. See generally M-A-M-, 25 l&N Dec. at478 (s t.ting forth that the purpose ofa competency
inquiry is to assess whether a respondent is compete t for pUipOscs of immigration proceedings
and requiring the Immigration Court to evaluate and plcment appropriate safeguards efter the
Immigration Court bas found the Respondent to be inf°mpet.ent).

thaf

Nevertheless, in order to fully develop the rebord as to the availabilit.)' and adequacy of
safeguards, the Immigration Court continued the ~:torder to provide the parties an opportunity
to present additional evidence related to the Respond t's motion to terminate. At an individual
calendar hearing on •
the Irnmigrati Court allowed the parties to question the
Respondent about mteralla .6isun erstandmg of his iJnmigration ~ c ~ s and his options for
relief. Moreover. the parties had an opportunity to jquestion Dr. the psyohologist who
conducted a neuropsychological evaluation of the!Respondent's competence to stand trial.
Specifically, the parties questioned Dr.
if any, safeguards the Im.miaration Court
could prescribe to address the Respondent's psycho gical and copitive deficits such that the
Immigration Court could fairly proceed with the R ondent's case. Also, at the -

!I!'

-about*
tI

• The Immigration Court recognizes that ''mental '°mpetency not a static coadition," such that the Immipion
Court must rcmam alert to any indieia of incompetency tbroug out the pcudcn~y of proceedings to d.et.enninc if a
rcspondont's competency may ha\'c deteriorated or been restored Sll8 M-A-M-, 2S l&N Dec. at 480. Howcvor, in the
Respondent's case, tb.e .reeotd contains no evideoco to su.gge$t that his mental swus has stabilized or that his
competency bas been restored.

!
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hearing, the QR submitted and summarized a declara ·on describing her most recent visit with the
at the
Center, see Counsel's Declaration
Deel."), 8Jld DHS submitted evidence of country
HS Noti'f ofFiling--("DHS Country

Respondent on

I
J

Having considered the parties' arguments, re4,rd evidence, and all appropriate safeguards,
the Immigration Court concludes that it cannot proteCf the rights and privileges of the Respondent
and thereby cannot ensure the fundamental fairness the Respondent's proceedings. such that
termination is required as a matter ot' law. Accordingly. the Immigration Court grants the

pr

Respondent's motion to terminate his immigration prl,ceedings.
II. LAW, FINDINGS, ND ANALYSIS

The Fifth Amendment of the United States Co 'tution entitles a respondent to due process
of law. ReM v. Flores, 501 U.S. 292, 306 (199 ). Due process requires that in removal
proceedings, a respondent has a full and fair hearing, see Matter ofM-D-, 23 I&N Dec. 540, S42
(BIA 2002), and such hearings must be "conduc in a manner that satisfies principles of
fundamental fairness," Matte,. ofBeckford, 22 I&N
. 1216, 1225 (BIA 2000). Unlike criminal
proceedings. a lack ofmental competency in civil ·
·gration proceedings does not mean that the
hearing cannot go forward; rather, procedural fa.i ess is required. Id. In cases involving
incompetent respondents, the Immigration Court mu t evaluate which available measures wouJd
result in a fundamentally fair proceeding, and shall :drescribe safeguards to protect the rights and
privileges of the alien." See M-A.-M-, 25 l&N Dec. • 478 (quoting INA§ 240(b)(3)}; soe also 8
C.F.R. § 1003.l0(b).
The Act does not furthdr delineate appropriate safeguards, see
INA§ 240(b)(3); however, relevant regulations identijy several safeguards available to protect the
rights and privileges of incompetent responden~ See 8 C.F.R. §§ 103.8(e)(2), 1240.43,
1240.48(b). Case Jaw is clear that the safeguards ()(flined in the regulations are not exhaustive.
See Matter ofM.J-K-. 26 J&N Dec. 773, 77S (BIA ~16) (explaining that the regulations do not
limit the alternative safeguards available to ensure.I proceedings arc procedurally fair). The
Immigration Court has discretion to determine wbic~ safeguards are appropriate in a particular
case. See id at 776; M-A-M-, 25 I&N Dec. at 481-82;tsee also Matter ofJ-S-S-, 26 I&N Dec. 679,
682 (BIA201S).
j
0

The Board of Immigration Appeals (''BIA,. mt"Board'') has aclcnowledge,d that there may
be cases where - notwithst.anding the hnmigration q:>urt's and the parties' efforts to implement
appropriate safeguards - such safeguards may ~ inadequate to protect the rights and
privileges of a respondent. See M-A·M-, 25 I&N Dtc. at 483 ("In so1ne c ~ even where the
court and the parties undertake their best efforts to etsurc appropriate safeguards, concerns may
remain."). In such cases, the Board has not ruled
that termination may be appropriate and it
contemplates - implicitly, if not explicitly - that the~ may be cases where sufficient safeguards
will not exist to ensure the fundamental fairness of prq:ecdings, such that c;essation of proceedjngs
would be required. See id ("In these cases, the ImmJgranon Judge may pursue alternatives with
the parties, such as administrative closure, while o~er options are explored, such as seeking
treatment.")(emphasis added). That the Board uses~ Ianauaae ''such as" when directing the

ou1

Jmmigrlllion Judge to pursue alternatives wbOI<

"j
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ef!'orts" have been 1IIISIICCeSSful suggests

lI
that it intended to leave open other "alternatives" kr ceasing proceedings. See also Closing
Argument in Support of the Respondent's Motion uJ Terminate at 2-3, 10-12 ("Resp't Closing
Argument")(citing language from J-R-R-A-, M.J-~,and E-S-1- suggesting that the Board
contemplates that there may be cases where no safe
d short of termination is sufficient and
where temiination may be appropriate where no other eguards are sufficient to protect the rights
and privileges of a respondent). In fact, no language Jn the text of the Act. the regulations, or the
relevant case law forecloses termination as a posu1,lc safeguard or an appropriate adjudication
where the Immigration Court cannot otherwise prote<Jt the rights and privileees of a respondent.1
See id at 483. In this case, notwithstanding its exhauslf.ve consideration ofall available safeguards,
the Immigration Court concludes that it cannot pr~ed in a manner that would ensure the
respondent's due process right to a full and :lilir ~ o n proceeding, such rJ.al 1rmlinalion is
required as a matter of law. See M-A-M-, 25 I
Dec. at 479; see also INA § 240(b)(3)
(mandating the Immigration Coun prescn'be safe
to protect the rights and privileges of an
incompetent respondent).
1

I

A. Overview ofthe Respondent's Mental and P

The Respondent is a
who suffers ftom a myriad of mental
illnesses, including but not limited to sc~phreni~
·eiy. and depression, and his symptoms
include hallucinations, paranoia and delusions, all o f fch
. severely impact his overall functioning
and ability to meaningfully participate in his immigr ·on proceedings. See generally, Annotated
Medical Records; Psychological Evaluation. Medi records indicate that the Respondent has
suffered from symptoms of schhophrenia for approxi
Jyllllyears. See Evidence in Support
of Motion to Terminate, Tab Cat 13 (noting that t11e Respondent beaan hearing voices at age
- · The Respondent's current symptoms inl:lude auditory, visual, tactile, and olfactory
~ n s . See id.; see also Psychological Eval ·on at 2 ("He imagines seeing skeletonplike
shadows that act in~dently of any o b ~ speak to him and touch him casually.");
Counsel's
Deel. at 2 ("I a s k e d - if he was hearing things at the time of our
meetulg, and he said yes - that the voi s were calling out his name very loudly,").
e espondent reports that the anti-psychotic medi ations that doctors have prescribed to treat
his symptoms of scliizophrenia, diminish, but do n t eliminate, his psychotic symptoms. See
Psychological Evaluation at 2. Dr. opined
given the Respondent's response to antipsychotic medications thus far, it. is highly unlikcl that his schizophrenic haJlucinations and
delusions could be eliminated entirely. Moreov~ while in detention, the Respondent was
diagnosed with drua-induced Parkinsonism caus by bis anti-psychotic medioation. See
Evidence in Support of Motion to Terminate, Tab Ca 25-26. The QR reports that this side effect
of his anti-psychotic medications ~ the Respondent to briefly cease taking them to control
his symptoms of Parkinsonism. Dr. testified
drug•induced Parkinsonism is a common
side effect of anti-psychotic medicati011$ in elder!¥ p~ents. He further explained that doctors will
have to find a balance between treating the ~ndent's symptoms of schi2ophrenia and

tijit
I

s DHS argues mat the Immigration Court tacks the authority to tetminate the Respondcllt's p~inp as a safeguard
over- its objection. Su DHS Opp•n at 2. ID support of ilJ argum~t. DHS c;tes to two regulatoay provisions: 8 C.F.R.
§ 1239.2(c), which pennits OHS to seek dismissal ofprocecdin \IJ'lder speeific circumstances set fcrii m8 C.F.R. §
239.2(a); and 8 C.f.lt. § 1239.2(f), which sets forth die auth
tor hmmgration judges to termiDaae proceedings
where a respondent is an applicant for naturalization. Sea id.
the regwations set forth certain tcrmmation and
dismissal authorities docs not, in turn, support a conclusion that immigration judge is prohibited from tcnninating
proceeding_i where no otber safeguard would allow the Immi
011 Court to f.aJr)y proceed.
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A-Ill

I

preventing his symptoms of drug-induced Parkinsoni~
l . The<efore, Or. opined lbat even if
an increased dosage of anti-psychotics could furthe ameliorate the Respondent's symptoms of
schizophrenia, it is highly likely that his symptoms o drug-induced Parkinson.ism would resume.
Moreover, Dr. psychological evaluation reveals that the Respondent's eo&rrltivc
function is severely impaired. The ~dent's inlelligencc is consistent with an intellectual
disability and dementia. However, Dr-reports
diagnoses for such disabilities
would require interviewin& someone who~ known e Respondem well over a nwnber of years.
S6e Psychological Evaluation at 2 Becwse no such
on is available, see Seetion 11.B.2.c infra
(describing the repeated but unsuccessful efforts ofth~ QR over a period ofmonths to locate family
or friends to assist with the Respondent's case), a ~tnnal diagnosis is impossible at this stage.
Even absent formal diagnoses, Dr. has provi~signi:ficant insight into the Respondent's
current cognitive function. Based on results from the Woodstock Munoz Cognitive Battery
("VIMC") adrnini'ltered by Dr. •, he concluded t the Respondent bas the mental age of a
six-year-old, meaning that his copjtive capacity is copsistent with that of a six-year-old child. Id
Neuropsychological testing revealed that although
Respondent's rote memoey is in the low
average range. his contextual memory is severely i impaired. Id. Dr. explained the
be able to remember isolated facts, but is
implications of such findings: "[t)his means that he
unlikely to remember the context ofthose facts or hovt those facts (or events or situations) may be
related to other elements in a nmative." Id
addition to these cognitive deficits, the
Respondent's executive function is in the severely im 'red range. Id. Executive function relates
to the ability to organize, p~ strategi:te, make
ions. and problem solve. Id Dr. explained that the Respondent's impaired executive fi ction means "he is likely to have extreme
difficulty in making appropriate decisions or solving omplex problems." Id. Dr. illlllllfurther
testified that given the Respondent's age and cogniti e impairments, it is highly unlikely that he
could be taught or coached to improve his executive ction.

tconclusivo

flt~

ijy
In

.In addition to the Respondent's "severe cogni~ve and neuropsycholopcal deficits,0 id. at
3, be suffers from numerous serious physical ailme . G The Respondent has type 2 diabetes,
hypertension, complications of diabetes, partic ly s~vere chronic debilitating diabetic
new-opathy (pain, numbness, and aching in his feet, egs, and hands), chronic lung disease, and
osteoarthritis. See Third Party NotifiQltion at 1. A view of the Respondent's medical records
indicate he is suffering from ongoing severe and deb ·ta.ting pain. See, e.g., Annotated MedicaJ
Records at 9 (''p1ease I want to see the doctor I have p · severe pain in m y ~
help me.'). Medical records also indicate that on
staff at the Facility called a Code Blue because the Respondent as "hot, sweaty, dizzy, aud shaking," and
<~assisted [the Respondent] onto [a] metcher." See
After aniving in the medical unit, staff
observed that the Respondent was drooling from the comers of his mou1h. See id. at 1. These
medical records also indicate the Respondent bas a ·story of uncontrolled ligbtheadedness and
overheatilli, See id. Moreover, although record evid~ indicates the Respondent's diabetes had
been well controlled prior to his detentio~ see Thi.r Party Notification at 1. recent lab results
show his diabetes is oWTently in a poorly controlled c, see Annotated Medical Re.oords at 15-

id;4,
1

' The Immigration Court bas incruded in!ormation reaardiq th,! R.espondenl's physical illnesses in order to provide
a compJete view ofthe Respondent's ovemll health condition an his deterioration over 'Ibo past months. However, Jt
is tbe re~d evidence related to the Respondent's signiflcant cbological and cognitive impainncnts that form the
basis for the Immigration Coun's finding ofincompetetlee and i detennitiation to tmninate the Respondent's 08$e.
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16 (documenting abnonnally high Hgb Olycated Alb, Glucose, and Creatinine levels). These
illnesses have significantly impacted the Responden1' s ability to complete even the most basic

A

activities of daily living. For cxampl~ the Respondent cannot get out of bed without as$is1mice,
dress himself, or cook for himself. See. e. ., Co
l's
Dec). at 3 (describing
information received from a detainee at the
who previously shared a
dorm with the Respondent and "would get [the Res
dent] out of bed, dress him and cook for
bim, betause [the Respondent) cannot do it him.self.). i
!

B. .Awiilability and Tmplementatton ofSafegua,~

I

Based on the Rcspoodcm's significant llogical mid cogi,itive .ifflpairmcr>IS, on
ndent incompetent to represent himself in
his removal proceedings. Having made this fin · , the Immigration Comt next turned to
"prescrib[ing] safeguards to protect the rights and pri · eges of the alien." See M-A-M-, 25 I&N
Dec. at 478 (quotin1 JNA § 240(b)(3)); see also 8 C.F~•R. § 1003.l0(b). The following is a review
of the safeguards the Immigration Court implemente • or considered but deemed unvlable, in an
effort to protect the clue process rights of the Res ndent and to ensure fimdamcntally fair
proceedings for the Respondent.
~
the Immigration Court found the Res

1. Safeguards Implemented by the Jmmi~ation Court

The Immigration Court implemented the follo{vmg safeguards.
t
a. Provision ofa Quolifi•d Rep,bentanve

Upon finding the Respondent incompetent t
resent himself, the Immigration Court
ordered the provision of a QR, and an attorney from e
entered her appearance
to serve in this capacity. T h e - as DH correc y
i
in its opposition to the
Respondent's motion to tem,in~ence
e ! SC
iin
iassisting
i ' ment.ally incompetent
alions," see DHS Opp'n at 3, and attomoys from
frequently appear in the
Immigration Court in the capacity of QRs. JThe reco 1 ustrates the dilisence the QR
~ s e d in her efforts to competently represent tte Respondent, and demonstrates her desire
to reach a fundamentally fair resolution of the ,.._;n,\l',ndent's case. See Evidence in Support of
Motion to Tenninate, Tab B (documenting the
's numerous in-person meetings, video
tolecoofcrence mcctiop, and phone call~ with the R
ndent, and her efforts to identify possible
forms ofreliefand family members to appear on the spondent's behalf.).

th'

b. Effectuation ofProperServtc o/the NTA
1

'

The Immigration Comt has ensured that D~ effectuated proper service of the NTA for
incompetent respondents, in compliance with 8 C.F.~ § 103.8(c)(2)(i)-(tl). See Matter ofE·S•l•,
26 l&N Dec. 136, 145 (BIA 2013). Indeed, the QR sjecifically states that the DHS bas complied
with such service requirements in this case. Su
Closing Argument at 4.

Rcsp[t

.

!

!
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c. Continuance,

was- ...
conl!ccs

The Immigration Court granted numerous
as a safeguard in the Respondent's
case. The Respondent's fitSt hearing
At this hearing. the Immigration
Court found that record evidence established a bona ti <loubt as to the Respondent's competence
to represent himself: and continued the hearing to allo\lf'time for DHS to obtain and submit medical
records from the det.ention facility and to obtain oth;r evidence pertaining to the Respondent's
mental health status. In the subsequent nine m tbs, the Immigration Court has granted
continuances~ at the panies' request and without o ~ection, at eight separate hearings. The
Immigration Court found that iood cause bad been Elished for a continuance where the QR
requested additional time to allow her to build a 1l'Usti relationship 'With 1he Respondent, identify
potential fonns ofrelief or defenses from removal> an . locate family, mends, or relevant evjdence
to support the Respondent's case. The Immigration Cqurt also granted a continuance t.o aJlow both
parties time to fully brief any and all issues pertainuig to the Respondent's motion to terminate
and any potential safeguards that the Immigrationl Court had not already implemented, or
considered and deemed unviable.7 Moreover, the ~gration Court continued the case to provide
DHS with an opportunity to cross-examine Dr.
the Respondent's current mental
health status, the likelihood that he may regain co etency and the viability of any potential
safeguards for the Respondent's removal proceedings
·

!regarding

d Modifications ofCowtroom )rocedures .
i
The Jmmigration Court implemented a variety ~f safeguards during each hearing to ensure
the Respondent could participate to the best of his abi1ity. All hearings were conducted via video
tcleconfe1encc, with the immigration judge, the QR counsel for the DHS, and the interpreter
appearing in-person at the
igration Co and the Respondent appearing via video
teleconference from the
e Immigration Cou:rt turned the camera to
ensure that the Respondent could see all of the actors the courtroom and, as appropriate would
focus the camera on the QR in order to provide famil · 'ty to the Respondent. During the
~ ' hearing, which required the Respondent to
at some length, the Immigration Court
'ailowedthe QR, who had invested significant time to ~uild a relationship with the Respondent to
conduct both direct- and cross-examinations of the )Respondent 3 On cross-examioatinn, the
Immigration Court allowed DHS to direct questions ,mough the QR so as to ensure that all of
DHS's questions were asked and fully addressed in aimanner least traumatic to the Respondent.
The Immigration Court directed the parties to keep th;·questions as short and simple as possible
and allowed them to ask leading questions and to rep
e questions to facilitate the Respondent's
understanding of the questions. The Immigration
urt permitted frequent breaks whenever it

iiii

f

.

' DHS has repeatedly asserted that the Immigration Court has not Limauct\,d all appropriate safeguards; however, OHS
bas not idendtled Im! safeguards that the Immigration Court h~ failed to consider. DHS argues that reUanc:e on
"objective documentation, such as background or oounr:ry condilfons, in adjudicatin& {the Respondent's] ·application
for relief." taken together with other safeguards implemented
lmmigmion Court, ve sufficient to
1he fundamental fairness of the Respondent's procecdin9. See HS' Opp'n at 3-4 (quoting M-J-K-, 26 T&N Dec. at
777); see aha Matter ofJ-R.-R-A-. 26 I&N Dec. 609, 612 (BIA 2. IS). The lmmig,atioci Court bas considered such a
safe~, and deemed .it not viable in theinstmrt cue. See ~ti ll.B.2.d infra.
8
Apart fi'om the~earing, all heariop that OGCWredJafter the QR entered her appearance required only
Jimiu:d pa,tjcipati~Rcspondeat and consisted primarily of diS(;ussioos between the Jmmjgration ~ the
QR, and CO\ID.SCl !or the OHS.
·,

bEe
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appeared the Respondent seemed confused, overwheltn,ed, or upset and afforded time for the QR
to engage in breathing exercises with the Respondent fo help him manage his confusion and. upset
throughout the hearing.

i

e. Admission and Consideratio <>I Neuropsychological Evaluation of the
Respondent's Ccmperence to umd Trial
I

The Immigration Court admitted and co~sjdered Dr. new-opsyc:hological
evaluation of the Respondent's competence to stand µial in an effort to ascertain any additional
safeguards that would allow the Respondent,s trial to lairly proceed. Ba&:d on his more
years of experience as a lic:ensed psychologist, Dr. •reached the following conclusio~ about
the Respondent's competence to stand trial:
J

than.

Mr. - s cognitive limitations and scmziphrcnia arc severe barriers to him
beingableto adequately perform at a trial, un rstand the nature or consequences
of a deportation trial, or commUDic:ate clearly ·th the judge or the attomeya. There
are no realistic accommodations that this ev uator is familiar with that could be
adopted that would bolster his level of compe nee.
Psychological Evaluation at 3. Dr. -

evalua ·on - and the above conclusion - are of
particular sigui.ficance to the Immigration Court in light of the fact that Dr. neuropsychological evaluation reflects a profe ·ona1 psychological opinion conducted
specifically in order to assess whether the Respond is competent to stand trial for purposes of
his immigration proceedings. Notably. it is the only medical or mental health document in the
record prepared for this purpose. The record con* other voluminous d~umentation of the

Respondent's siiDifica.ot physical and mental healtlt conditions, including the sta:lus of those
conditions during his immigration detention. While fmquestionably relevant to the Immigration
Court's decision, such documen:tati.on memorializ°;sessments and evaluations conducted for
the ptupose oftreatment ofthe Respondent's conditio . Because Dr, lllllllewluation uniquely
focuses on the Respondent's competence, the
migration Court accords the evaluation
considerable weight in determining that no adeq~ safeguards short of termination exist to
protect the rights and privileges of the Respondent.9 f
2. Safeguards Considered·but Deemed U7'Viable
'·

The Immigration Court also considered. but d~ed not viable or workable, the following
safeguards.
J

I

a. A.ddittonal Continw:mc8s

t

l

D,.L

' Tho lmmipion Court ..,,. dw DIIS brlotly qomtloaed
about !us occasional monooay dooaaan, oad
provision of pro bollo m-vices 10 immigration advocacy groups l!l!bmittcd d~umentation
artiei on in
panels related to mental heaJth is$ue, in immigration court. Sef Curriculum Vitae; DHS Filing
.
Rowewr, DHS does 11ot contest Dr. qlll1lifications o1 the reliability of bis evaluations
pro s onal

i

c:onelusions.
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The Court considered granting further contin"8nces as a safeguard. However. the Court
finds that granting further continuances in the Respdndent's case would be fruitless and would
serve only to unnecessarily prolong the Respond 's detention. The Respondent has been
detained by DHS for nearly a year during which th Immigration Court has held nine separate
h~n&S, Despite the QR's diligent efforts to unco~ relevant facts about the Respondent•s life
and to identify potential forms of relief for which h may be eligible. the Respondent remains
unable to provide any consist.em, reliable, relevant · ormation necessary to determine the forms
of relief, if any, for which he might be eligible. In h declaration, the QR describes numerous inperson and video teleconference meetings and do ens of t.elepbone conversations with the
Respondent, none of which resulted in any m ·
comprehension by the Respondent of his
removal proceedings or any coherent information ft m the ~
ndent.
s
See e.g., Evidence in
Support of Motion to Tcinninatc, Tab B at 6 (~sori · a
• meeting with the
.Respondent where - after a detailed explanation tom the QR reg mg her role and the
immiaration consequences of his criminal
undocumented status - the Respondent
meeting with
stated he was detained for "identity theft''); id at 6-7 descn'bing a
the Respondent where the Respondent explained he d not understand why he could be deported
because he is ~a citizen. [Just] with another name•'
after the QR again explained his removal
proceedings and his options for ''defending against d<Wortation,'' the Respondent relayed -when
asked if he understood these options - that he thinkslhc has "a right to be here" because he has
resided in the United States for forty years); id at 7-9Kdescribing an
meeting with
the Respondent where, after the QR again explained e purpose of removal proreoJings and his
options for defenses against removal, the Respond t could not recall any of the defenses or
recogni?,etbe names of those defemes).

convictiof

Record evidence documents the very serious d degenerative nature of the Respond~t's
ment.al illnesses and overall cognitive function. See. .g.. Psychological Evaluation (finding that
the Respondent is likely suffering from an intellecj:ual disability and dementia, and that his
intelligence is consistent with that of a. six-year-oldj. The same evidence strongly supports a
conclusion that :further mental health trealment is Iunlikely to meaningfully ameliorate the
Respondent's impairments, such that he would b e ~ able to provide a coherent or lo&ical
nanati\>e, or, at a more basic level, understand tlc nature and object of his immigration
proceedings. See Psychological Evaluation at 3. The ~espondent has suffered from symptoms of
schizophrenia for half a century, and although the ReitPondent complies with his treatment plans,
his S)'ID)>IDms remain. See gen<rally Evidence
of Motion to Temiinale, Tab C;
Annotated Medical Records. As Dr. expl
d during bis testimony, anti-psychotic

,!port

medications are unlikely to eliminate the symptoms o the Respondent's schiz.ophrema, and even
assuming that anti•psychotics could entirely e · ate these hallucinations and delusions,
symptoms of his anti-psychotic induced Parkinso~ would likely resume, such that the
medications would need to be halted, a.c; bas happenef.i in the past. Moreove.r, Dr. -opined
that given the Respondent's age and overall oognitive tjmcti.on, it is bigblyunlikelytb.e~ndent
could be coached or taught techniques that could ameforate the effects of his mental deficits. For
these ~DS, the Immigration Court concludes that ft:lrther continuances are not an appxopriat.e or
effective safeguard.
'
b. Administralive Closure
I

II
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The Immigration Court considered administr ·ve closure and concluded it·is not a viable
safeguard in the Respondent's case. The Board in A.-M- explained that administrative closure
may be appropriate where despite an immigration ju e's best efforts to identify and implement
appropriate safeguards, a respondent's case cannot ti· ly proceed. 10 See 25 I&N Dec. 483. In
sudJ cases, adrnioiinrative closure may allow time or the Respondent, for example, to seek
additional treatment. See id However, as described · Section II.B.2.a supra, the record contains
no evidence to indica~ that additional mental health ttte1mnent could rehabilitate the Respondent's
compereney sueh that his proceedinss could fairly ceed. Rather, all record evidence supports
the conclusion that the Respondent has endured a de es-long battle with severe psychological
illnesses and cognitive deficits, and that his overall
is likely to continue to deteriorate over
time. Furthermore, the Respondent has already bee~tained for approximately one year. DHS' s
position is that the Respondent is subject to mandat.o detention and at no time bas DHS provided
any indication that it would consider releasing the
pon.dent to allow him to pursue additional
treatment options or otherwise outside ofdetention if Jmmipation Court were to administrative
close the case. The Immigration Court cannot imple..-ient a safeguard - administrative closure that would effectively subject the Respondent to
detention in a futile attempt to allow
time for his condition to improve when alJ record e · ence suggests that no amount of time will
lead to such improvement and will only lead to deteri ration. For these reasons, the Immigration
Court finds that admini"1:rative closure is not an appropriate safeguard in the Respondent's case.
.w.<11&1&.1

ind=

c. Presence offamily members ~r close friends
1

f

The Immigration Court considered as a safe
the "identification and appearance of a
family member or close friend who can mst
Respondent and provide the court with
information." See M-A.-M-, 2S I&N Dec. at 484; see o M-J•K·, 26 I&N Dec. at 777 (explaining
that counsel miibt communicate with family, c given, and witnesses to assist in case
development); E-S-1-. 26 I&N Dec. at 143 (noting
family members or friends may be able to
help a respondent communicate with the Tmmigratioinurt or cotmSel). However, imiiemcnting
this safeguard is not feasible in the Respondent's cue. The Respondent claims to have
children
and that he has been married at least- but he has y been able to provide the QR With names
o f - children. 11 See Evidence in Support Motion to Tcnninate, Tab B at 2. He is
lD'l~ember any of his family members' pho e numbers or relevant contact information.
See id Nevertheless. the QR was able to obtain the contact information for of the
Respondent's children from the federal private jn stigator that served ill the Respondent's
attempts to contact each of these fimilly
criminal case. See id. The QR. has made repea
members; however, none of them bas ever answered r returned the QR*s repeated phone calls.
Therefore, enlisting the assistance of the Respondent' family members is not a viable safeguard
10

Because administrative closure is not viable in this ca~, the I 'gration Court docs not reach any findings as to
whether administrative closure rcmaios o pennisstble safeguard light of the Anomcy General's Nlins Jn Mauttr uf
Caslro-Twrt, 27 J&NOec. 271,292 (AG 2018).
H The Respondent also told medical staff at the
Ehai ho bas a gfrlfriend. See Counsel's
111111111111 ~1. ·at 4. The QR. has questioac · extensive about bis statement, Olld ic appears that such an
~does not exist. Id. Similarly, the Respondent rec.entl~provided the QR. with the name and phone number
of SOJQCOUC he described as his nephew. Id at 3. Howevar, the R. called the number provided - 1111d various other
formulations of the number - and oOAe of them worked. Jd
c QR also comacted the federa.l investigator who
assisted m the Respondent's criminal ~ and h.a wa.s unfianilifr with both 1he name and number provided by the
~ondent. Id.

i
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because no such family members have been located, nftwithstanding repeated diligent efforts over
many months by the QR to do so. See id
t

feat ofreturn as subjectively genul1Ul

d Acceptance ofarticulated

l

The Immigration Court considered the safeguatd of accepting any fear ofreturn articulated
by the Respondent as subjectively genuine and telyiqg on objective evidence and other relevant

information not dependent on the Rcspondcnt,s participation to adjudicate a fear-based application
for relief from removal. In J-R-R-A.-. the Board instruftcd that where mental health concerns may
be affecting the reliability of a respondent's te,timo y, the Immigration Court should focus on
whether he can meet his burden of proof based ou obj ·ve evidence of record and other relevant
iSSlles. See 26 l&N Dec. at 612. In such cases, the
·gration Court must detennme "whether
sufficient relevant information can othenvise be o'btai ed to allow challenges to removability and.
claims for relief to be presented in the absence of re hie t.estim.ony from the Respondent." See
M-J-K-, 26 I&N Dec. at 776 (citing J-R-R-A.-, 26 I&NlDco. at 612)). As articulated by the Board,
the pwpose of this safeguard is to "foreclos[eJ the ssibility that a claim is denied solely on
testimony that is um:eliable on BCQOUDt of the app · t's competency issues, rather than any
deliberate fabrication. J-R-R-A-, 26 I&N Dec. at 612 temal citations omitted). In J-R-R-A-, the
respondent bad submitted an application for relieffro removal and provided testimony in support
thereof, and the Board addresses how the Immigratio Court should assess the credibility of such
a respondent. The Board does not, however, address ow the immigration Court shonld proceed
consistent with due process in a case where a respoud nt's fear-based claim may be denied based
on objective evidence and a respondent- due to sev mental illness - was denied the opportunity
to present facts and testimony in support of his claim. t\s detailed herein, because it is not feasible
for the Respondent here to submit an application or~rovide testim9ny, the Immigration Court
concludes that implementing the safeguard set forth ~. J-R-R-A- is impractical an~ in any event,
would not serve to protect the rights and privileges ofFe Respondent.
j

First, as detailed by the QR, the Respondent 1· ks the threshold capacity to authoriie her
to apply for relief on his behalf. See Evidence in S port of Motion to Terminate, Tab B at 11
(proffering that the Respondent is unable to grasp the nature of his true identity and immigration
status, or appreciate the true risk of removal that he
). Moreover, as part of the Respondent's
criminal plea agreement, he signed a "Consent to Rem val"' by which he waived his right to contest
bis removal or to apply for any form ofrelief or pr:xot··on, including but not limited to voluntary
departure, asylwn withholding of deportation or rem al, cancellation of removal, 8USJ)Cnsion of
deportation, adjustment of st.atus and Protection .er the Convention Against Torture. See
Evidence in Support of Motion to Terminate, Tab D · 61. The Respondent's public defender in
the Respondent's criminal case has informed the Q that violating this clause could expose the
Respondent to between two and ten years of federal · prisonment See id, Tab Bat 10; see also
id., Tab D at 61 ("The Defendant agrees that his fail or refusal to cooperate in his removal shall
constitute a material breach ofthis agreement and may ubject the Defendant to additional criminal
penalties."). As Dr. -opined, the Respondent•s ogrdtive deficits likely make it impossible
for him to comprehend that pursuing any forms of relibf from removal would be a violation of his
cmninal plea agreement and expose him to a substantial risk of imprisonment. 12 Therefore, even
J
12

Dr.-

In its clos.ing argument, OHS asserred that it wowd have been iielpflll" if
had reviewed~ Respondent's
criminal plea deal with die R.espondent "to get a professional wiientandins ofilie'Iesponden1's ability t.o wcigh bis
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if the Respondent had the present capacity to authori~ his QR to pursue relief from removal, he
is unable to grasp that doing so places him at risk of
prosecution. 13
.

' to authorize his QR to pursue relief from
Even if the Respondent bad the present capac~
removal. there are several additional obstacles to dqing so that cannot be overcome. First, as
Dr. -explained. the Respondemfs severe :r:nental lieficits make him unabJe to provide anyone
witli consistent, acC\ltate :information that is necessani for the QR to prepare a defense to removal
Sec Psychological Evaluation at 3. The QR has cxpjained that despite oumerous meetinp with
the Responden~ he remains unable to provide her wiJh consistent, ooherent. detailed, or reliable
I
information nccessmy to determine any viable fo
of retie~ much less a coherent namltive
related to an articulated fear of return to the
. See generally Evidence in
Support of Motion to Tennioate, Tab B; Counsers
Deel. The Immigration Court has
similarly observed the Respondent's inability to rclia ly articular.e ~ he may have
of returning to the
. Specificall , during the hearing, the
DHS - tbro
th
as e
Respondent se
times whether he was maid to return to
the
. When asked the first time.jtthe Respondent did not directly answer the
QR s question; rather, he stated he feels comfortable the United States and be has made his life
here. When asked the same question a second time, the Respondent stated that there are many
delinquents that have returned to the eountry. He eo d not articulate ani additional information
about what exactly he feared about returning to the
.4
Third, even if the QR could submit an pPplication on the Respondent's behalf,
implementing the safeguard outlined in J-R-R-A- of a¢epting the Respondent's artiwlated fear as

subjectively gen.nine would be no safeguard at all.

iI"11e Immigration Court acknowledges that

some oases involving mentally incompetent respondeJfS can fairly proceed by relying on objective
evidence. But the part:iclllar circumstances ofthis cas prevent the Immigration Cowt from fairly
proceeding on objective evidence alone. Although o ·ective record evidence $hows that persons
with disabilities face signinc:aot discrimination in
•see, e.g., DHS Country
Con<titions Evidence, Tab A at 21, country conclitio evi ence 1s mconclusive as to whether or
not the Respondent would likely suffer harm on ~unt of his mental illness. In this case,

I

.

oprions in these proceedinp." The Immigration Court is uop~~d that such a review is necessary for Dr.. .
to offer his professional opinion of the .Respondent'$ capacity to dmtmd and make decision$ ,eprdinsbis options.
R.aihcr, Dr,
ll&Sessment that the Respondent's lacks the
eity to comprehend 1he implications of viol~
bis plea aereemem is based on bi" more than yom of eff>Uicnce as a licensed psycbologi,t ond abour
evaluation oflhc Respondent That he did not'ievl'cw tbc ~ ~guago of the crimlnal pica agreement witb the
Respondent does not diminish 1he welgbt of his opinion in this rqgarcl
" The 01-IS has repeatedly iqued both orally and in writing that ite Jmmigration. Court lacks the authority to conaide:r
an)' arguments that me Respondent may have lacked
the time the crimmaJ court pennjtted him to enter
a guilty plea. Su, t.g.• DHS Sur-fCJ)ly at 2. The lmmigratjoo <jurt does not disagree, but the afSWJlent is iirelevant
to the issu~ presently before the Immigration Court Regard]ps of whether 1be Respondent was competent oo
understand the implications of his criminal plea agreement at th; time he Mtered into it, the Immigration Coun must
consider whether he has the C1111"e111 copocif>' to understand the 1J11plications should he permit the QR to proceed on
an application for relief ot prolectioo &om removal ill violation
agJ"cemeai. AJ I ofthe rcoord evidence indicMes
that he Jacki the capacity to dD so.
14
ln closing argumcat, DHS asserted that the Respondent "bas
able to state bis fear to the Court," sum that the
QR could suomit a fear-based application on this ba$il'. Howe-Jer. 'Ibis assertion is boJied by !ho extremely limited
tesdmony provided by the ~ndent
h~and the detailed ~antingp ~
her~csst\al effor11 over many momhs to ascertam tho R~ent's fear of retmning to the 111111111111111,
See Evidence io Support of Motion to Terminate, Tab B;
Deel.

lllllllls
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therefore, the details of the Respondent's specific :ttive would be critical for the Immigration
Court to fairly assess the merits of any fear-based cl · stemming from his mental illness. In other
cases, the QR or the Immigration Court might tum t family or friends of the Respondent who
could assist with filling in the def.ails of the Responcl•nt's nan:ative. &e E-S-1-, 26 I&N Dec. at
143; M-A.-M-, 2S l&N Dec. at 483 (instructing that~ cases of incompetent respondents, family
and friends can play a critical role in providing relevjmt information regarding alieoage, date of
entry, removability, and eligibility for relief). Howeter, the QR's considerable efforts to locate
any s'1Ch family or friends have been unsuccessful. Se+,,~tion Il.B.2.c supra. The unavailability
of family or :friends who can provide the QR with info
·on about the Respondent's life or assist
the Immigration Court with developing the record sittrlficantly inhibits the Immigration Court's
ability to fairly proceed on objective evidence alone. I
I

e. Waiver ofRespondent's app+ance or acceptance ofa written affidavit
in lieu oftestimony

I

The Immigration Court considered the safeguafds ofwaiving the Respondent's appearance
or accepting a written affidavit from the .Respondent jn lieu of bis testimony. However, for the
same reasons the safeguard pursuant to J-R-R-A.- is t viable, see Section D.B.2.d supra, these
safeguards are inadequate in this case. As the Q eKplains in her closing argument, "the
Respondent's presence is aJready effectively waived eeause his severe mental illness and low
cognitive ability (tantamount to that of a 6-year-old Jd) mean that his mere physical prese11ce
still does not allow him to participate in proceedings o a meaningful way." See Resp't Closing
Argument at S. Moreover, because of the Responden ,s si;Dificant impairments and his inability
to grasp the nature of immigration proceedings or app iate his risk of removal, the QR is unable
to waive any of the Respondent's rights or privileg on bis behalf. Unlike a legal guardian or
conservator, both of whom may be authorized to make legal decisions on the Respondent's behalf,
a QR is defined as au attomcy, law student or law
uate directly supervised by a licensed
attorney, or an accredited representative. See 8 C..R. § 1292.1. Therefore, a QR lacks the
authority to waive a respondent's rights in immigrati proceedings on the Respondent's behalf,
including, for example, the right to testify, and in this
, she cannot do so because "[she] does
not believe any waiver [from the Respondent] would · knowing and intelligent/' See Evidence
in Support of Motion to Terminate, Tab B at 11 . Ther · ore, the Immigration Court :finds that these
safeguards arc unviablc where, as here, the Respond+t is unable to consult with the QR, waive
bis right to testify in support of any claim, provide c(>herent, reliable information to anyone, or
have a famjJy member or friend provide information. ~e Section II.B.2.d supra.

'

Having considered and implemented all app,l,priatc safeguards, the Immigration Coun
next considers whether those safeguards adequatei{ protect the rights and privileges of the
Respondent.
f
I

C. Adequacy ofSafeguards and Protecting the Rithts and Privileges ofthe Respondent
The Immigration Court must accord respo*ents with specific rights and privileges
prescribed in the Act. See M-A-M-, 25 l&N Dec. at 479 (citing INA§ 240(bX3). The traditional
standards of fundamentaJ fairness used to detennint whether a teSpOndent can parti~ipate in
immigration proceedings are as follows: (1) whether ile ~ a rational and factual understanding

I

'!
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of the nature and object of the proceedings, (2) can J>nsult with the attorney or representative if
there is one, and (3) has a reasonable opportunity examine and present evidence and crossexamine witnesses. See M-A-M-, 2S I&N Dec. at 479.! 1n cases where a respondent is incompetent
to participate in proceedings, the Immigration
may only proceed after implementing
and privileges, such that the respondent's
safeguards sufficient to protect the Respondent's ri
pro~ttAiingc; me fundamentally fair. ld at 479, 4 1. For the following reasons, even after
implementing all appropriate safeguards, the Immigrf.on Court concludes that it cannot provide
fundamentally fair proceedings to the Respondent, su h that termination is required.

tq

Jie

I. The Respom:knt's Understanding oft Nature and Object ofProceedings
I

Despite the numerous safeguards implemeote4 by the Immigration Court, the Respondent
remains unable to comprehend the nature and object 4>f his immigration proceedings. Even after
numerous meetings with the QR. she proffers that tht Respondent "continues to exhibit genuine
lack ofunders1anding regarding the nature and object ~f tbe proceedings." See Evidence in Support
of Motion to Tenninate, Tab B at 6. The Respond~ appears unable to di$1mguish between his
criminai and immip.tion proceedings, and he has befn consistently unable to articulate the roles
of his attorney, the government attorney, or the lllllllfgratiOD judge. See td at 6-9 (detailing the
QR's multiple interactions with the Respondent qver many months in which he failed to
understand the nature and purpose of proceedings). ie Respondent has also repeatedly ioformed
the QR and the Immigration Court that be is being etained so that the Immigration Court can
either convict him for identity theft or set him free. ee id. at 6, 8. In her declarations, the QR
recounts numerous conversations between her and
Respondent in which she attempted to
explain the purpose of his immigration proceedings. See id; Counsel's- DecJ. The
following excerpt ofone such exchange is illustrative •f the Respondent's inability to oomprebend
the nature and object ofms immigration proceedin~:I

te

QR;
R:

QR:
R:
QR:
R:

QR:
R:
QR:
R:
QR:
R:
QR:

R.:
QR:
R;

QR;
R:

I

Who are 1h, hearings with?
The immigration judge.

I
I

What kind of a judge?

Just a judge.
t'·
It's an immigration judge, righ
yes, right.
What is the job of the immigratJon judge?
To give a person the necessary kentence.
What Jcind of' sentence could ad immigration judee ~ve?
It depends on the type of case dm person has.
· In your cype of case, what type ~f sentence is available?
I don't know what to say. I hor+, a favorable decision.
Who has the power to decide
person is deported?
The judge.
Which jud&e?
I

ia

The first court.
Do you remember our judge?
No.

i
!
j

I
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QR:

All the judges we have seen tlgethet are immigration judges not
criminal judges. Did you know~t?

R:
QR:
R:
QR:
R:

QR:
R:

~

OK.what can an immigrationj e decide?
So
They can decide a lot of
to convict me or give me lloerty.
Convict you of what?
.
For the crime of identity theft. ,
What kind of case do I repr~ you in?
My case of immigration for id,tity theft.

See Evidence in Support of Motion to Terminate, T Bat 9. Approximately four months later,
and after multiple additional meetings between the QR and the Respondent, he provided the
Immigration Court with a similarly illogical explanati n of the nature of his proceedings:
QR:

R:
QR:

R:
QR:
R:

QR:
R:
QR:
R:
QR:

R:
QR:

R:

QR:
R:
QR:
R:
QR:

R:
QR:
R:

QR:
R:
QR:
R:

What do we talk about when meet?
She bas spoken with me about !$Y case. She knows about my illness,
and she has encouraged me. S~e knows the details about m.y ease
and she has been able to o~w- that I'm undernourished.
What kind of case do we have gether7
What is a case?
What l)'pe of case do I repres
In the immigration court.
Yes. Do you know who is in th courtroom?
Yes.
Do you know who this is? The y here in the teal [DHS]?
It is the st.ate attorney.
What is her job?
I
In taking a decision regarding
case.
So it's her job to make a deoisi,n in your case?
Yes.
Do you know if there is a judg1 in the courtroom?
Ofcourse there is.
i
What is her job?
[Silence]
It's okay ifyoudon·t know.
[Silence]
I
You doing okay right now? j
I feel pressured. Like I have prQUu:re.
Remember the other day wherelwe lea.med to breathe?
Yes. [takes break to practice b~ing exercise with QR)
It's a little better?
I
[additional iound ofbreathing~ercises]

;y
I

R:

What do you think your optio are in your immigration case?
The options for me are that th let me .. .ubhh . .. because I'm

QR:

currently ... ubhh.
Aze you detained with other

QR:

I

pefple?
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R:
QR:
R:
QR:
R:
QR:
R:
QR:
R:
QR:

Are there other people in jail tab?
Yes.
•
How does somebody in your j 1get out?
[silence]
,
it's okay if you don't know. I

R:

[Silence]

Detained?

Yes.
I know I am detained by other;:ple.
Where are you detained right n w?

I:njail.

*

Hearing at 14:23-20:31. As these changes illustrate, the Respondent cannot
consistently or reliably articulate the nature or object f immigration proceeding."
$

There are several other exchanges that raise iidcrablc doubt that the Respondent bas a
rational understanding of immigration proceedings o his risk of Iemoval from the United States,
First, at various points throughout the QR's re esentation of the Respondent, he has
communicated that he cannot be removed because
United States citizen. See Evidence in
~ o Tenninate, Tab B at S (expl · g that the Respondent called on
said that he is confused about wijy he is detained because "be has been living
as a U.S. citizen for many years»); id (recounting ane,dcbange between the QR and the Respondent
in which the Respondent claimed he was a United
citizen under the name-). Second,
he appears to genuinely believe that ifhe offers to se e as a detective for DHS, he will be able to
remain in the United States, a believe he has repeate to both Dr. and the QR. See, e.g.•
Counsel Deel. at 3 (''Mr. -also infonned me [d ' a conversation o n - - ] that
he believes that be wiJJ be working as a detective for ICE when he gets ou~tody, and that
will get him a green card."); Psychological Evaluatio at 2 ("[The Respondent] wants to offer his
services as a detective to ICE in exchange for not · g removed... ''). During his testimony,
Dr. characterized the Respondent's belief as a lusion with no basis in reality, Third, the
Respondent seems to believe that the
role is to provide him with money and an
apartment. See CoW1SC1's
. at 3 (" ... [ Respondent] believes t h a t would bo giving him a large quantity of money
bis release so that be c o ~
apartment . . ." and "appeared bewildered" when the R explained no money and no apartment
were forthcoming.); Psychological Evaluation at 2 (..[ e Respondent) believes his attomey's job
is to help him get his freedom and to get him an aparbplent after he is relea.,ed.").

h=~~:

s;•

I

Moreover, the Respondent's significant !prolonged psychological and cognitive
impainnents demonstrate that the Respondent is

· ely to ever understand the scope of his

ts ln its closing argum~t. OHS asserted that it is "not so farti
lhe iamnigration judge or the DliS auomey given lbe "nonincompetent respondents. The Immigration Court disagrees. l
the Respondent in which she has rcpcacedly explained 1he nature
of cbc immigration judge. Sec_genera/Jy Evideoee in Support o
Deel. Moreover, the Immigration-wt
~ explaine
competeJKY inquiry conducted on
Noverthel
been unabk to undcrsiand or nrt.ain is ow ge.

cd" that the .Respondent docs not know the role of
versarial" nature of immigration pl'OQCedings for
ti»• cue, the QR has had mun~ meetings with
d PUJPO~e of nnmi;nltion procw1i!1p lllld the role
Motion to Tenniaat.c, Tab B; Counsel's ~
the immigration judge's specitlc rofo ~
the R.espoodent's statements make clear that he has
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immigration proceedings. As stated by Dr. •
, ~e Respondent has the intelligence of a sixyear-old child. See Psychological Evaluation •at . Al1hough Dr. is unable to reach an
official diaposis. he concluded that the Responclen 's cognitive· function is consistent with an
intellecrual disability and dementia. See id. Dr.
explained that it is his professional opinion
that the Respondent's "cognitive limitations and Sch4Zopbrenia are severe barriers to adequately
understand(ing) the nature or consequences of a dep~tion trial." See id at 3. As previously
stated, see Section Il.B.J .c supra, Dr. is the only medical or mental health
document in the reoord prepared for the purpose of sessing the Respondent's competence to
stand trial for his iroroigr-ltion proceedings, and t reflects the professioml opinion of a
psychologist with more than years of
ce after meeting with the Respondent for
approximately. hours. For the foregoing reasons, e Immigration Court concludes that despite
its best efforts to prescribe sufficient safegu r the Respondent remains incapable of
understanding the naturo and object of his immigratioJl proceedings.

evalton

expa
·

2. Ability 10 Consult with Qualified Rep11 ~ntative

The specific nature of the Respondent's 'gnifieant mental illnesses and cognitive
impairment$ pose insurmountable barriers to his e:ffi ·ve consultation with the QR. Many of the
obstacles to the Respondent's ability to consult wi his QR arc the same as the barriers the
Immigration ~ourt discusses in Section II.B.2.d
a in connection with implementing the
safeguard set forth in J-R-R-A-. These barriers ares
· ed again in order to underscore the
Immigration Court's conclusion that there are no
guards available to adequately protect the
Respondent's right to consult with the QR.
First, the Respondent's myriad mental illncsls, including schizophrenia, which he has
suffered from for the vast majority of his adult life, a11d his ongoin1 visual, auditory, tactile, and
olfactory hallucinations, impede his ability to consul~with the QR. See Evidence iD Support of
Motion to Terminate, Tab Cat 13. The Respondent's gniti.vc impairments constitute an exueme
barrier to bis ability to effectively consult with the Q . Importantly, although the Respondent's
rote memory is in the low average range, his dontextual memory is severely impaired.
Psycholopcal Evaluation at 2. The implications of!Ms particular cognitive deficit means that he
may be able to remembet isolated facts, but he is unlikely to remember the context of those facts
or how they relate to one another or other~ of thefRespondent's narrative. See id Given the
Respondent's highly unreliable memory) Dr. c~luded that he is unable to provide anyone
with the consistent, accurate infomwion necessary torount a defense to m:noval. See id at 3.

The QR's documcotcd experiences with the 1·espondent illustrate the catastrophic effect
his psychological and cognitive deficits have had on er a b i l i t y ~ communicate with
the Respondent The QR has represented the Respon , ent s i n c e -. Despite numerous
meetings with 1hc Respondent, the QR reports that~
thespondent is unable to provide any1eliable
information that would assist her in mountini a defe to his removal. The QR explains that the
Respondent "is unable to provide coherent and
plete information about his relevant past
experiences." See Respondent's Motion to Terminaie at 9. Additionally, she proffers that the
Respondent "speaks in circles and engages in disorde~d thinking and oommunication," and gives
inconsistent infonnation about his memory of certain qvents. See id at I 0. Consequently, the QR
has been unable to ascertain any viable immigration benefits for which the Respondent may be
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eligible. See Evidence in Support of Motion to T~te, Tab B at 11. Although DHS suggests

that the Immigration Court could proceed on a fear- ed application for relief, the QR has been
unable to uncover a consistent narrative of the
dent's life that would allow the QR to
evaluate whether a non-frivolous fear-based applicafon could be filed on bis behalf. See also

Section 11.B.2.d supra.

·

,

Moreover, the Respondent's impairments~
ar:signincant to such a degree that tbe QR is

unable to waive any of the Respondent's rights or vileges on his behalf. See Section II.B.2.c
supra. As stated herein, the QR's role is not that of a gal guardian or conservator, both of whom
may be authorized to make Jegal decisioos on the Res· ndeot's behalf, and therefore the QR Jacks
"the authority to waive a respondent's rights in· 'gration proceeclinp on the Respondent's
behalf. See id For example, although the Respond t has not been able communicate sufficient
information necessary to identify any forms of relief
removal, the QR is unable to waive his
right to apply for such relief because "[she] does no believe any waiv~ would be knowing and
intelligent." See Evidence in Support of Motion to erminate, Tab Bat 11. Similarly, the QR
cannot waive the Respondent"s right to testify in hi removal proceedings or his right to crossexamine witnesses. See id

Furthermo~, the Respondcat' s criminal plea cement presents another barrier to moving
forward. Record evidence (lemonstrates that
Respondent is presently incapable of
understanding the implications of violating his plea ....u,.,.;,u,enl 16 See id at 10 (asserting that the
QR has spoken to the Respondent multiple times abo tho Consent to Removal clause and while
he recalls sjgning the paper, he does not appear to n n n ~•JHnd it presently); see also Section 11.B.2.d
supra. Therefore. even if the QR had enough um nnation to file ·a fear-b~ claim on the
Respond
. ent's behal( doing so would immediate1:3·ose the Respondent to a significant risk of
federal imprisonment. Record evidence demo
the R
ndent lacks the capacity to
weigh the risk. of potentially suffering future hann ~J~e
against the risk of
subjecting himselfto further imprisonment in the u...;rd ta.tes.

th-t

Finally, tbe Respondent' s inability to consult ~th or assist the QR in mounting a defense
to his removal is further exacerbated by the Respo4~'s complete absence of any family or
friends. The QR has diligentJy sought to locate any ifdividuals that might be able to assist her in
developing the Respondent's case. See Section UB.l'..c supra; see also td at 6 (explaimng that
the QR has worked with a private investigator in an mpt to locate and contact the Respondent's
family); however, all of these effons have been uns
sful. Consequently, no individuals are
available to provide the QR with consistent, reliable · ormation about the Respondent iD order to
determine his eligibility for relief. Furthermore, no ch person exists to supplement the record
before the Immigration Court. Therefore, the onJy information about the Respondent that is
available to the QR, and by extension, to the lmmigntion Court, is the illogical, UJ.COnsistent
statements made by the Respondent.

I

3. Reasonable Oppof'tunity to Examine af<i Preseni Evide~e

16 The Immigration Court rcitcnies that 1hc question of whetficr the Respondent previously had the capacity t.o
understand his crimiDa1 plea agrecmcot is not before it. See Sccpoo ll.B.2.d, n.13 supra.
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The Respondent is unable to exercise bis right to ~ent evidence on his own behalf or to

cross-f.nmine witnesses, see INA§ 420(b)(4), for *same reasons the Respondent's significant
psychological and cognitive b:npairments prevent · from meaningfully consulting with or
assisting the QR, see S~on II.CJ supra. Becau the Respondent's cognitive deficits render
him unable to provide anyone with consistent, 8C<l\llat+ information. he is entirely unable to present
evidence on his behalf. See Psychological EvaluationJat 3. Additionally, his lack ofunderstanding
of the nature and object of bis proceedings sevCflY impede any possibility that he could
meaningfully examine evidence against him or cro~•examine witnesses. See id. Furthermore,
because the Respondent is unable to communicate relevant, necessary information to the QR, she
has insufficieni knowledge to exercise these rights , his behalf.
.
·
III.

CONC,USION

The hnmigralion Court concludes that ~
having considered and prescribed all
available and appropriate safeguard$, it cannot adeq
ly safeguard the Respondent•s due process
right to a fundamentally fair proceeding and
terminate the Respondent's removal
proceedings. The Immigration Court reeo80 · . that termination of proceedings is an
extraordinary remedy that may not be appropriate or p~essary in most cases. However, there is
no sta1utory or replatory provision that prolu'bits
• tion where other safeguards prove
inadequate, and the Bom-d has acknowledged that theri are some cases where conoerns will remain
notwithstanding best efforts by the Immigration Co to implement appropriate safeguards, such
that cessation of proceedings may be necessary see -A-M-, 25 l&N Dec. at 483. This is one
S\lCb extraordinary case. Accordingly, the Immigrati Court grants the RC$pondent•s motion to
7

terminate his removal proceedings.
ORDER
It is Ordered that:

dent's motion to terminate be GRANTED.

APPEAL RIGHTS: Both parties have the right to peal the decision in this case. Any appeal
is due at the Board of Immigration Appeals on or bof'i e thirty (30) calendar days from the date of
service of this decision.

!
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